TAKING THINGS SLOW

36 HOURS IN PARIS

THE YOUNG CRUISERS COLLECTIVE

GOING DUTCH

Rail and sail holidays making
the journey the destination

Living life on the Seine

Meet the bloggers bringing a new
generation to the seas

Antwerp & Amsterdam with
Cruise & Maritime Voyages

March/April 2020 Edition 36 | £4.95

BONVOYAGE

FROM COAST TO CAMPAGNE

INTRODUCING P&O CRUISES
NEW BRAND AMBASSADOR

G A R Y

B A R L O W

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by

For up-to-date prices and full terms and conditions which you must read before booking please visit pocruises.com. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in
England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.1 out of 5 based on 20,186 reviews as of February 2020.

Rating as of February 2020
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Gary Barlow to perform
as special guest at Iona’s
naming celebration
Singer, songwriter, producer and performer…
Gary Barlow’s many talents speak for
themselves. And now, he has taken on the
exciting role of P&O Cruises brand ambassador.
This pioneering partnership will fuse music
with amazing travel experiences to deliver
spine-tingling moments on board, with Gary’s
debut role as musical director of The 710 Club
on Iona.
What’s more, Gary will be stepping on board
Iona in 2020. He’ll be joining two Iona holidays
(cruises G018 and G025), bringing P&O Cruises
guests two exclusive performances on each
cruise. And he will be performing as special
guest at Iona’s naming celebration – kickstarting Ionafest 2020 in style.
Ionafest, an extraordinary festival experience
on P&O Cruises new ship, Iona, brings
together an astonishing naming celebration,
today’s biggest music artists, the famous
bottle smash and much, much more.
Unmissable entertainment. Street-food-style
pop-ups and bars inspired by foodie fantasies.
And to crown it all: Norway’s awe-inspiring
fjords as the breathtaking backdrop. So why
not swap a sea of tents for sublime mountain
peaks and shimmering blue waters. Head
to luxurious accommodation after full days
and nights exploring out-of-this- world
destinations and events. And prepare for
thrilling performances...

ON SALE NOW
Find out more
pocruises com/garybarlow

Norwegian Fjords
Iona G010 | 4 Jul 2020 | 7 Nights
Southampton - Olden - Cruise in
Innvikfjorden Cruise in Nordfjord
Hellesylt  - Geiranger - Cruise
in Geirangerfjord - Cruise in
Sunnylvsfjorden - Cruise in Storfjorden
Bergen - Southampton
SPECIAL GUEST

GARY

BARLOW
PLUS

THE
PIXIE
LOTT
SCRIPT
CLEAN TREVOR
BANDIT

NELSON

RAMSEY

WHILEY

SARA

ALEX

CHRIS
COX

JO

JAMES

TIM

VINE
DIVERSITY
BADNESS
Guest performances at
Ionafest 2020 may be subject
to change without notice.

 Hellesylt call to disembark guests on shore
experiences only

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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WELCOME

T

he first time we were recognised as the best
in the UK for P&O Cruises, Dirty Dancing was
on cinema screens and George Michael was on
the radio with Faith, a song we spent many a
shoulder-padded hour dancing to. And the less
said about my acid wash jeans, the better. That
was 1987; fast-forward 33 years and we’re thrilled
to be able to say that we have retained the title of
‘Top UK Agent’ consecutively every year since. We
never take recognition like this for granted and
we couldn’t do what we do so well without our
fantastic Cruise Club members, so thank you.
As we put winter behind us and move into spring,
there’s plenty on the horizon to look forward to.
Scarlet Lady, the first ship from the rebellious
Virgin Voyages, will have arrived by the time you
read this, with Celebrity Apex just days behind. And
then we have P&O Cruises Iona, a ship years in
the making and now within touching distance. Not
only will we be onboard to experience Ionafest, a
launch party that promises to be unlike any other,
but many of us will be holidaying on the ship
ourselves over the summer too. I for one can’t wait
for a closer look.
This issue of Into The Blue sees us focus on France,
the world’s most popular tourist destination and
one which offers such diverse choice for cruisers.
We meet the young bloggers bringing cruising to
a new audience and go behind the scenes with
three Holland America Line crew members, as
well as sampling a short break to Antwerp and
Amsterdam on Cruise & Maritime’s Columbus.
We’re also looking at iconic rail journeys including
the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, something
which has been on my wish list for years. Paired
with a Mediterranean cruise, it remains one of our
most requested Cruise & Stay holidays.
I hope you enjoy reading.

Yours sincerely

Michael Wilson
Managing Director
EDITOR: Rebecca Martin

ALL ENQUIRIES:

DESIGNER: Daniel Greening

01246 819 819

ADVERTISING: Nathalie Avis

hello@intothebluemagazine.com
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The process of producing/distributing this magazine takes time and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as
advertised, or they could not be available at all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and
availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn by the cruise operators without notice. They are all subject
to the booking conditions of the cruise operators. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com. This magazine contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by the
cruise operators. It should be read in conjunction with the cruise operator’s current brochure which contains full information about the
cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s included in the fare,
insurance and other general information. Cruise & Stay holidays: Your contract will be with Bolsover Cruise Club Limited (ATOL 11481).
All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this leaflet financially protected by the ATOL scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with
an ATOL Certificate. Please check to ensure that everything you booked (flights, hotels and other services) is
listed on it. Please see our booking conditions for further information about financial protection and the ATOL
ABTA No. 15805 / Y6603
Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate. Travel insurance is at an additional cost. E&OE.

OUR RECENT AWARDS

WHY BOOK WITH US

MULTI-AWARD
WINNING

NO HIDDEN
CHARGES

100%
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT PROTECTED

WINNER

FAVOURITE CRUISE
TRAVEL AGENT

www.BolsoverCruiseClub.com
Facebook.com/BolsoverCruiseClub
@BolsoverCruise
@BolsoverCruise

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Average customer rating:

5/5

Service rating based on over 5,000
independent passenger reviews

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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DESTINATION INSPIRATION

ST. PETERSBURG
Russia’s imperial
capital takes us back
to the time of the
Tsars. Grand and
gilded, overwhelming
with excess, opera
and art, this palatial
powerhouse feels
frozen in time and
revolutionary all
at once.

Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood
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TAKE ME THERE >
BALTIC

No
Fly

Aurora (R107)
20 May 2021 | 16 Nights

Southampton, Bornholm, Helsinki,
St. Petersburg (overnight in port), Tallinn,
Klaipeda, Warnemunde, Aarhus,
Skagen, Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

£1,469
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FROM THE BRIDGE

1.

2.

Pack this for…SUMMER
CRUISING WITH THE KIDS
1. Bluemint Arturis Swimshort
£95 (selfridges.com)
2. Panache Florentine Swimsuit
£56 (figleaves.com)

3.

3. Weleda Edelweiss After Sun
£16.95 (hollandandbarrett.com)
4. OAXIS myFirst Camera
£45 (currys.com)
5. Boys Sustainable Surf Shorts
£20 (johnlewis.com)
6. Konfidence Strawberry Swim Nappy
£10 (johnlewis.com)

4.

7. Kayu St Tropez Tote
£155 (net-a-porter.com)
8. Girls Long-Sleeved Sixties Print Swimsuit
£20 (boden.com)

5.

9. Liewood Dante Beach Set
£37 (scandibØrn.co.uk)

8.

6.

7.

9.

8
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All aboard…
Richard’s Rooftop

SCARLET LADY

T

he first Virgin Voyages ship has
finally arrived and Scarlet Lady
has already become the hottest
new address on the planet. We’ll be
sharing our first impressions soon.
In the meantime, turn to page 53 for
our exclusive Cruise & Stay holiday
combining a Scarlet Lady voyage
with a week of blissful all-inclusive
lazing in Mexico.

The Dock Deck
Razzle Dazzle

The Pizza Place

Hot off the press…
MY ONE
TRUE NORTH

(MILLY JOHNSON)
SIMON & SCHUSTER UK - £14.99

S

unday Times bestselling author
and cruise fanatic, Milly Johnson,
returns with a new romance inspired
by and researched on a cruise to
Norway. My One True North will leave
you uplifted and desperate to see the
northern lights.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Five places to see…
WHALES IN THE WILD

SCOTLAND

F

Y

red. Olsen Cruise Lines has announced a nine-cruise whale-watching programme
as part of its first official year in partnership with marine conservation charity
ORCA in 2020. Sailings will include the 16-night ‘A Voyage to Remote Spitsbergen’
round-trip from Liverpool on 25 June and a 16-night ‘Fjords & Icebergs of Remote
Greenland’ round-trip sailing from Dover on 11 August. To celebrate, we’re sharing
some of our favourite places in the world to see whales in the wild.

ou don’t have to venture far to
catch sight of some of the world’s
largest marine mammals. The waters
off Scotland’s west coast are home
to a healthy population of minke
whales, particularly between July
and September. The whale feeds in
shallow water close to shore, rather
than in open ocean, so you’ll regularly
spot them in bays and around the
headlands.

Whale in Spitsbergen

ICELAND

T

he waters of the North Atlantic are home to over 20 cetacean species, including
minke, humpback, blue and sperm whales. Daily whale watching tours depart
from the Old Harbor in Reykjavík and come with the added bonus of a chance to
spot the northern lights over Iceland’s incredible landscape.

Northern lights

Minke whale

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

T

he north-eastern coast of the Dominican Republic is known to be the main
calving and breeding ground for North Atlantic humpbacks. Samaná Bay is
teeming with the whales between mid-January and mid-March, when males vie for
the attention of female suitors and pale-grey new-borns weighing as much as a
ton make a tentative entrance into the watery world they’ll come to call home.

Humpback whales
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Dominican Republic

Sail away to…
ROYAL BEACH CLUB ANTIGUA

W

e didn’t need another reason to cruise with Royal Caribbean but who can
say no to half a mile of Caribbean beachfront on the island paradise of
Antigua. The Royal Beach Club will become the fourth private destination for
Royal Caribbean guests when it launches later this year.

Sri Lanka

SRI LANKA

T

he deep waters around the
southern tip of Sri Lanka are
a hotspot for whale watchers
searching for the holy grail of marine
mammals; the blue whale. There are
only around 15,000 blue whales in
the world and nowhere else are they
seen so close to land.

Must visit…
BRITISH NORMANDY MEMORIAL

T

he first permanent memorial to the British soldiers who sacrificed their
lives on D-Day and during the Battle of Normandy will open to the public
on 5 September 2020. The British Normandy Memorial, constructed on a
hillside overlooking Gold Beach, will be inscribed with the names of 22,442
servicemen and women.

Blue Whale

THE AZORES

L

and-based lookouts known as
‘vigia’ are scattered around the
coastline of the Azores, but while
they were once used as lookouts for
whalers, since the whaling ban in
1986 they have been used to direct
the skippers of whale watching tours.
A resident population of sperm
whales is present year-round, while
blue, humpback and fin whales
arrive in spring.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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HOTTEST
ANTHEM O F T H E
SUMMER

Speakers at the ready, Anthem of the Seas® is back and setting sail from the UK in
2020. This incredible ship is packed with unforgettable adventures, from bumper cars
to robotic bars, you can even rock out to a West-End show. And the excitement doesn’t
stop there. Experience the thrill of skydiving at sea or unwind in the adults-only solarium,
savour top-notch cuisine and watch the sunset from 300ft above the waves. And that’s before
you’ve even reached the extraordinary European destinations! Once you’ve stepped onboard, you’ll
never look back. So, wave goodbye to ordinary holidays and say hello to the hottest Anthem of the summer.

UP THE TEMPO
FlowRider®

HIT THE HIGH NOTES

The North Star

®

NOW ROCK OUT

CLASH AND BANG

Rock Walls

Bumper Cars

SHAKE IT OUT

DIAL IT DOWN

Bionic Bar

ENTERTAINMENT:
Cue the applause, because Anthem of
the Seas® is bursting with entertainment
for every night of your holiday. Belt out
your favourite Queen songs with the cast
of We Will Rock You, watch in wonder as
robotic screens dance before your very
eyes at Roboshow® and experience the
state-of-the-art projection performance,
Vistarama®.

Spa

FOOD:

ACTIVITIES:

TECHNOLOGY:

Foodies rejoice, because Anthem of
the Seas® has all the cuisine you could
ever dream of. Tuck into rustic Italian
fare at Jamie’s Italian or transport your
taste buds to the world of molecular
gastronomy at Wonderland.

You won’t believe how much there is to
do onboard Anthem of the Seas®. Jump
into the RipCord® by iFLY® skydiving
simulator and feel the rush as you
skydive on the top deck, put the pedal to
the metal on the bumper cars, and give
surfing a go on the FlowRider®.

Sail into the future and experience
deck upon deck of ground-breaking
tech. Skydive at sea and enjoy cocktails
shaken by robotic mixologists, see
the sunrise from your very own virtual
balcony or watch the sunset from a
viewing pod 300ft high above the ocean.

12
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FAM ILY S A L E NOW O N
BUY ONE CRUISE
FARE GET ONE

SAVE UP TO

KIDS
SAIL FROM

£125OFF
+
+
60 OFF YOUR STATEROOM £99
%

*

PP**

Offer ends 31 st March 2020
SPAIN & PORTUGAL

ITALIAN
MEDITERRANEAN

FRANCE &
SPAIN

15 MAY 2020 | 8 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Lisbon (overnight in port),
Vigo, La Coruna, Bilbao, Southampton

6 JUN 2020 | 14 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Gibraltar, Genoa,
La Spezia (Florence/Pisa),
Civitavecchia (Rome), Naples, Lisbon,
Southampton

11 JUL 2020 | 8 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Gijon, Bilbao, La Coruna,
Le Havre (Paris, overnight in port),
Southampton

Fares from

Interior
Ocean View
Balcony

Guest 1

Guest 2

£941pp

£399pp

FREE

FREE

UPGRADE

UPGRADE

£1,131pp

£482pp

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£1,623pp

£675pp

Ocean View

£1,801pp

Balcony

£1,887pp

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£1,146pp

£480pp

£747pp

Ocean View

£1,251pp

£522pp

£788pp

Balcony

£1,336pp

£564pp

MEDITERRANEAN
BEACHES

ITALIAN
MEDITERRANEAN

PARIS &
BILBAO

2 AUG 2020 | 14 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Gibraltar, Malaga, Valencia,
Palma De Mallorca, Ibiza, Barcelona,
Cadiz (Seville, overnight in port),
Southampton

4 OCT 2020 | 13 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Malaga, Villefranche (Nice),
La Spezia (Florence/Pisa),
Civitavecchia (Rome), Cagliari, Gibraltar,
Southampton

27 OCT 2020 | 5 NIGHTS
ANTHEM OF THE SEAS
Southampton, Le Havre (Paris), Bilbao,
Southampton

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£2,390pp

£983pp

Ocean View
Balcony

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£1,701pp

£707pp

£2,568pp £1,054pp

Ocean View

£1,942pp

£2,674pp £1,104pp

Balcony

£2,055pp

Fares from

Guest 1

Guest 2

Interior

£1,079pp

£443pp

£803pp

Ocean View

£1,198pp

£491pp

£856pp

Balcony

£1,321pp

£548pp

Fares shown are based on combined total of guest 1 and guest 2 and are subject to availability, these fares are correct at the time of going to print.
Please call or see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Out now: 2021 European River Cruising
With three new ships, more itineraries to more destinations and the same marvellous value,
2021 is the year to experience European River Cruising with APT Travelmarvel.

NEW SHIPS

EXCITING DESTINATIONS

Cruise aboard our brand new modern river ships on a
number of Europe’s rivers in 2021.

From the Douro and the Balkans, to Moselle and
Russian waterways, there’s even more choice in 2021.

Best of the Balkans

new itinerary

15 Day Luxury River Cruise
Budapest Return

15 days from £2,595* per person
Departure Dates: 12 April, 15 April 2021

Save £1,000* per person
EUROPE | RUSSIA | MYANMAR | VIETNAM & CAMBODIA | CHINA
Rated ‘Excellent’ on

6781

ABTA No.V9080

14

Delight in every detail. That’s The APT Difference.

*Terms and conditions apply. Prices are per person, twin share and include saving where applicable. Valid on new bookings made between 30 January to 31 March 2020 or until sold out. Subject to availability, not
combinable with any other offer unless specified, and can be withdrawn at any time. Solo supplements apply and are available on request. All holidays include return economy class flights. Flights must be booked
by APT and are valid from selected UK airports on a quality airline of APT’s choosing and are subject to availability of airline booking class at the time of booking. Once booking class is sold out surcharges will
apply. Flight upgrades may be available, however surcharges will apply. Air prices and taxes are subject to change and can only be confirmed once your deposit has been received. A non-refundable deposit of
£500 per person is due within 7 days of booking, full payment due 100 days prior to departure. Exceptions may apply, and you will be advised of any additional payments at the time of booking. Best of Balkans
(EUTCBB15F) – Save £1,000 per person and price is based on travel in a Category E Suite on 12 April 2021. For full details, please refer to APT 2021 Europe & Russia River Cruising brochure or visit the website. UK-390
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RIVER CRUISES

Welcome Aboard Brabant
Brabant’s classic design delivers all the hallmarks of Fred. Olsen’s approach to cruising.
In line with our ocean-going fleet , this smaller-scaled ship has the style, ambience and understated quality
of a country house hotel.
We believe we have crafted the perfect formula to ensure you get the very best out of your holiday. Now, our
extensive experience and knowledge have been applied to a new programme of river cruises. A more personal,
intimate and comfortable river cruise experience…
With just 150 guests on board, Brabant has a welcoming ambience, complemented by relaxing and roomy public
areas where daily entertainment, leisurely drinks and engaging conversation with new-found friends is the norm.
Choose from 31 river cruises on Brabant in 2020

Flights from
London and
Manchester
available

Floral Holland
in the Spring

The Rhine & Bavaria’s Historic
Brewing Towns

Valleys & Vineyards of
the Rhine & Moselle

6th April 2020 • 10 nights
Fly from LHR or MAN
Brabant • R2001

21st June 2020 • 7 nights
Fly from LHR or MAN
Brabant • R2009

6th Sept 2020 • 7 nights
Fly from LHR or MAN
Brabant • R2020

Prices from £1,899pp

Prices from £1,599pp

Prices from £1,699pp

These Terms and Conditions are in addition to Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines’ (FOCL) standard Terms and Conditions which are available on request. Both must be read before booking. All offers
may be withdrawn or amended at any time without prior notice, cannot be combined, are subject to availability and cannot be applied retrospectively. River Cruises: Access to the river
vessel may involve using steps over or through other vessels. Consequently, River Cruises are not suitable for guests who rely on wheelchairs or those with limited
mobility who are unable to walk up and down boat steps. Please ask for guidance at the time of booking. Prices are correct at the time of going to print, but are capacity
controlled and may change at any time. Call for the latest prices. Fares are per person, based on twin occupancy of the lead-in twin room, subject to availability. E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Cruise the Mediterranean
with Fred. Olsen

As the cradle of western civilisation, the Mediterranean boasts a cultural legacy that is hard to match.
The world’s largest inland sea is home to ancient ruins, legendary cities, fantastic food, awe-inspiring art,
and sun-kissed beaches. In short, the Mediterranean is a visual and sensual feast.
A cruise through this extraordinary region on one of our smaller ships provides the opportunity to
experience the variety the area has to offer: from the cosmopolitan cities of the Western Mediterranean
to Italy, Sardinia, Greece, and Egypt in the east. Immersion into the culture and history of Naples and
Herculaneum Granada’s world-famous Alhambra Palace, Athens’ Acropolis, the Napoleonic city of Ajaccio
or a journey of discovery from Alexandria to the see the Pyramids of Giza – all are classic adventures that
live long in the memory.

16
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Amalfi Coast, Tuscany
& Italian Riviera

Authentic Flavours
of Portugal

Authentic Andalusia
with Lisbon

26th April 2020 • 22 nights
Sail from Dover
Boudicca • D2010

7th June 2020 • 10 nights
Sail from Liverpool
Black Watch • W2016

28th June 2020 • 12 nights
Sail from Southampton
Braemar • M2016

Prices from £3,199pp

Prices from £1,549pp

Prices from £1,649pp

Black Sea Discovery and
Mediterranean Adventure

Western Mediterranean
Closer Cruise

Cultural Highlights
of Southern Spain

1st September 2020 • 28 nights
Sail from Dover
Boudicca • D2023

11th October 2020 • 15 nights
Sail from Southampton
Braemar • M2027

25th October 2020 • 12 nights
Sail from Liverpool
Black Watch • W2030

Prices from £4,499pp

Prices from £1,999pp

Prices from £1,499pp

Discover the world on Fred. Olsen’s smaller, friendlier ships
Prices are correct at the time of going to print, but are capacity controlled and may change at any time. Call for the latest prices. Fares are per person, based on twin
occupancy of the lead-in twin room, subject to availability. Offers may be amended or withdrawn at any time without prior notice, are subject to availability & cannot
be applied retrospectively. All bookings are subject to Fred. Olsen’s standard terms & conditions, available on our/their website & on request. Some ports may be at
anchor, intermediate days are at sea. FOCL reserve the right to amend itineraries for operational reasons.E&OE.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

BONVOYAGE
FROM COAST TO CAMPAGNE

There are many reasons why France is the world’s
top tourist destination. There’s terroir that ranges
from rolling sand dunes to chateaux-studded
valleys, and gastronomy that spans from casual
beachfront oysters to painstaking millefeuille
by master pâtissiers and the ‘black diamond’
truffles of haute-cuisine. There’s wine and
lots of it.
On lazy rivers and in lively cities, wild
seashores and medieval streets, France
serves up a repertoire that
doesn’t disappoint.

Old town of Provence

18
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FEATURE

Paris

Stunning Gothic
architecture and
secret gardens
that only
Claude Monet
could ever quite
do justice.
Banks of the Seine

SOJOURN
ON THE SEINE
L

Café in Paris

a vie est belle aboard Balmoral
as she weaves a meandering
route along the Seine. This short
sojourn makes the most of every
single moment with fine French food,
beautifully unspoilt countryside,
stunning Gothic architecture and secret
gardens that only Claude Monet could
ever quite do justice.

Sailing straight from Southampton
to the Seine, including a sea day
carefully placed to encourage
absolute rest and relaxation on a
ship which remains a firm
Fred. Olsen favourite, this itinerary
seduces travellers with options:
will you explore Rouen’s Place du
Vieux Marché or fulfil your inner
romantic on a tour to nearby Paris,
filling every spare second with
world-class art and café au lait
beneath the red and white canopy
of a Marais bistro. An overnight
sail leads to Honfleur and two final
days of exploration on the 16th
century cobbled streets of a historic
maritime city that still retains one
of the prettiest, most charmingly
French, harbours anywhere.

TAKE ME THERE >
FRENCH RIVER
CRUISE

No
Fly

Balmoral (L2025) | 24 Sep 2020 | 5 Nights
Southampton, cruising River Seine,
Rouen (overnight in port),
Honfleur (overnight in port), Southampton

Cruise Club fares from pp

Rouen’s Place du Vieux Marché

20
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£584

Port Neuf, Paris

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE
FEATURE

Go in search of
the highly prized
Black Diamond
truffles.

Lyon

Steak with black truffle

A FEAST

FOR THE SENSES
F

Roman amphitheatre at dusk in Arles

rom romantic cities to foodie havens
and artistic epicentres, this itinerary
enlivens all your senses. Embark in Lyon,
France’s culinary capital, and enjoy an
evening illumination cruise that serves
as the perfect interval between sampling
the city’s signature dishes. Savour the
beauty of legendary vineyards and
imbibe in local vintages like Beaujolais

and Côtes du Rhône. You can even
become an expert in all things culinary:
go in search of the highly prized Black
Diamond truffles; learn how to pair
chocolate with wine; and discover how
olives turn into the Mediterranean’s
nectar, olive oil. Trace the steps of
famous artists in Arles and Carriéres de
Lumiéres and explore the world’s most
renowned wine appellations.
Colours of Provence with AmaWaterways
is a foodie’s dream, a wine lover’s heaven
and a culture vulture’s nirvana.

TAKE ME THERE >
COLORS OF
PROVENCE

✈
Flights
Included

Amacello | 16 Dec 2021 | 7 Nights
Fly from/to London, Lyon (overnight in port),
Vienne (overnight in port), Tournon, Tarascon,
Avignon (overnight in port)

Cruise Club fares from pp

Wine tasting

22
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£2,158

Provence

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE
FEATURE

The lively
harbour of Vieux
Port poised to
welcome you
with seafood and
pastis late into
the night.
Vieux Port, Marseilles

Barcelona Gothic Quarter

SABLE

AND SAUNTER
F

rance’s lyrical landscape delivers
diversity like few others and this
intensive itinerary promises to open up
its longest stretches of sand and most
historic cities for exploration.
Barcelona is a delectable aperitif before
your French education proper, passing
by in a haze of Antoni Gaudi architecture
and tapas. Before long, it’s on to Port
Vendres and the city of Sète, where a
late evening stay puts a visit to medieval
Carcassonne on the agenda.

Seafood in Marseilles

Pace yourself, because a long, leisurely
evening in Marseilles follows, the

lively harbour of Vieux Port poised to
welcome you with seafood and pastis
late into the night.
And while St Tropez is the playground
of the rich and the famous, who said
only the jet-set can have all the fun?
Admire their superyachts from afar,
before better investing your time in
the old fishing quarter of La Ponche,
where the sandstone is the same colour
as the sun that warms it until late into
summer. Nice calls for indulgent walks
along the seafront with ice cream from
world-famous Fennochios, before Calvi in
Corsica rounds off your time. Upmarket
and aloof, the birthplace of Christopher
Columbus encourages a final flourish of
fine wine and long lunches before home
beckons in the morning.

TAKE ME THERE >
FRANCE
INTENSIVE

Cruise
Only
Call for flights.

Azamara Journey | 17 Apr 2021 | 7 Nights
Barcelona, Port Vendres, Sete,
Provence (Marseille), St. Tropez, Nice,
Calvi (Corsica), Monte Carlo

Cruise Club fares from pp

Bodri Beach, Corsica
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£1,202

Hunt for truffles
in Périgord
and blend your
own personal
Cognac.

Bordeaux

Saint-Émilion

FINE WINE,
FINER LIVING
T

Public garden in Bordeaux

he ‘City of Art and History’ has a
taste for the finer things in life.
Immaculate boulevards, green parks,
gilded family mansions and manicured
gardens may whisper ‘Little Paris’, but
Bordeaux has a personality all of its
own. Set on the Garonne River in the
country’s blissfully unhurried southwest,
this port city is a natural bon vivant and
the perfect place to begin your flirtation

with the ports, vineyards, farms and
forests of the Aquitaine region.
Sip the riches of riverside chateaux, from
finely-aged premiers crus to those very
first vin nouveau. Hunt for truffles in
Périgord and blend your own personal
Cognac at the Camus distillery. Savour
France’s finest oysters fresh from the
bay at Arcachon, where blonde sands
and bike rides lure the bourgeois each
summer. And when the sun eventually
starts to set on knock-your-socks-off
scenery, you’ll imbibe Saint-Émilion,
Medoc and Sauternes in their rightful
homes, surrounded by the terroir that
has become synonymous with fine wine
and even finer living.

TAKE ME THERE >
CHATEAUX, RIVERS
& WINE

✈
Flights
Included

Viking Longship Forseti
24 May 2021 | 7 Nights
Fly from London, Bordeaux (overnight in port),
Cadillac (Sauternes), Libourne, Bourg & Blaye,
Pauillac, Bordeaux (overnight in port)
Cruise Club fares from pp

£2,095
Libourne

Flights from regional airports subject to availability.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE
FEATURE

A medley of
experiences
awaits from
aboard Braemar’s
journey to France
and Spain.
La Coruña

Spanish cider

A TASTE

OF SPAIN
I

t’s difficult to better a holiday in
France – the country has all the sights,
gastronomy and joie de vivre you could
ever need to fill a week or two – but the
opportunity to dabble in Spain’s delights
isn’t one that should go amiss.
A medley of experiences awaits from
aboard Braemar’s journey to France
and Spain, made all the more appealing
by the small ship’s ability to sneak into
cities and coast along rivers alike.

Porte Cailhau, Bordeaux

La Coruña is a Galician gem, while
slipping inland from the Asturias’
picturesque coast brings you to Avilés.

This cacophony of old and new is
best seen on foot, a glass of sweet
cider at a rural sidreria doing a fine
job to quench your thirst at regular
intervals. In Santander the beaches
jostle for attention with architectural
masterpieces and prehistoric cave
paintings. And then you wake in France,
Bordeaux to be exact, where a feast
of attractions and world-famous wine
culture compete to fill the minutes of
your hours. Amble through Place de
La Bourse and along the curving river
quays, before dropping into the Cité
du Vin Museum for a boozy history
lesson of French food and wine. A scenic
sail along the Gironde and Garonne
rivers in daylight hours sees France bid
‘bon voyage’ in a display of sprawling
countryside and riverbank villages.

TAKE ME THERE >
INTO THE HEART OF
SPAIN & BORDEAUX

NO
FLY

Braemar | 20 Jul 2020 | 8 Nights
Southampton, La Coruña, Avilés, Santander,
Bordeaux (overnight in port),
cruising Gironde & Garonne Rivers,
Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

Sunset over The Garonne
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£1,072

FEATURE

From Le Havre,
Sirena continues
along the coastline
to Saint-Malo,
from where the
rugged Brittany
coast unfurls.
Great Clock in Rouen

Omaha beach

VOYAGE

OF DISCOVERY
F

Saint-Malo

rance’s history is a smorgasbord
and this jaunt along the Atlantic
coasts of Europe with Oceania uses a
patchwork of all-inclusive excursions
to tell its story. A Southampton
roundtrip, the 10-day itinerary
sees Sirena follow the footsteps of
explorers and New World traders to
cities like Bordeaux, Paris and Rouen.
There’s also an opportunity to visit the
D-Day beaches in Normandy shortly

after the September 2020 opening
of a new British Normandy Memorial
overlooking Gold Beach.
From Le Havre, Sirena continues
along the coastline to Saint-Malo,
from where the rugged Brittany
coast unfurls and Mont St. Michel’s
mazelike abbey passages beckon.
The naval port of Brest is next, before
La Rochelle, from where excursions
can deliver you to the absurdly pretty
villages of Ile de Ré. As you’d expect
from the place Parisians summer, this
tiny island has French seaside chic
nailed. After a brief dalliance with
Spain in San Sebastian and Bilbao, a
final day at sea stands between you
and a return to Southampton.

TAKE ME THERE >
WESTERN EUROPE
QUEST

NO
FLY

Sirena | 5 Oct 2021 | 9 Nights
Southampton, Le Havre (Paris),
Saint-Malo, Brest, La Rochelle,
Bordeaux (overnight in port), San Sebastián,
Bilbao, Southampton
Cruise Club fares from pp

Bilbao

£2,369
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Sail
Sail
Sail
Sail
Sail

YOUR WAY

YOUR WAY

3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK

1
3 NEW
WAYS2TO BOOK

SAIL

3

SAIL PLUS SAIL ALL INCLUDED

SAIL WAY
YOUR
LOWEST FARE
AVAILABLE

ADD TWO PERKS

ADD FOUR PERKS

It’s easier than ever before to escape
1
in modern luxury. Book with four perks
LOWEST FARE AVAILABLE
included – drinks, Wi-Fi, gratuities, and
3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK
up to $300 per stateroom to spend on
board – for the ultimate in value and
2
convenience. Alternatively, choose your
ADD1TWO PERKS
favourite two perks, or simply select 'Sail'
LOWEST FARE AVAILABLE
and cruise for the lowest available fare.
And don’t forget, guests sharing with
3
the first two in a stateroom save 50% on
2
ADD FOUR PERKS
their cruise fare. This offer applies nearly
ADD TWO PERKS
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY
everywhere Celebrity Cruises sails – more
3 NEW WAYS TO BOOK
than 300 exciting destinations worldwide!
So what are you waiting for?
3
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

SAIL PLUS
SAIL

ALL INCLUDED

Sail

SAIL ALL INCLUDED
SAIL PLUS

YOUR WAY

PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
1 PERKS
ADD FOUR
SAIL
For a limited time only you will also benefit
ADD TWO PERKS

from complimentary transfers
to/from Southampton for selected
Celebrity ApexSM and Celebrity Silhouette®
sailings. Call today for full details.

LOWEST FARE AVAILABLE

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

CLASSIC BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

(SUPPLEMENT
APPLIES)
CLASSIC
BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

2

$300

2

ONBOARD SPEND*

GRATUITIES

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

SAIL PLUS

GRATUITIES

Sail

TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

ADD TWO PERKS

3

SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD FOUR PERKS
TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

ALL INCLUDED

PREMIUM BEVERAGE
PACKAGE
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$300

ONBOARD SPEND

GRATUITIES

UNLIMITED
WI-FI

*The ‘Sail Your Way’ offer applies to new bookings on selected sailings of 4 nights or more. The first two guests named in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom
(including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories) are eligible to receive two amenities with the choice of a “Two Perks Included”. Perks available are; Classic Beverage Package, $100 per person onboard credit
per person (“OBC”), Gratuities Included or Unlimited WiFi Package. For an additional sum, guests may receive all four amenities with an upgrade from the Classic Beverage Package to the Premium
Beverage package by selecting the “Four Perks Included”. Each of the first two guests in a qualifying Suite booking (including W guarantee category) are eligible to receive four complimentary amenities:

M E D I T E R R A N E A N F LY- C R U I S E

SPAIN, PORTUGAL & FRANCE

ADRIATIC, GREECE & ITALY

CELEBRIT Y APE X S M
10 MAY 2020 | 10 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y INFINIT Y ®
13 JUN 2020 | 8 NIGHTS

Southampton, Le Havre (Paris), Bilbao, La Coruna, Lisbon,
Gibraltar, Cartagena, Barcelona, fly to London‡
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

Fly from/to London‡, Venice, Rijeka, Split, Dubrovnik, Corfu,
Messina (Sicily), Naples, Civitavecchia (Rome)
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

CABIN

SAIL

Interior

£1,264

£1,502

£1,787

Ocean View

£1,426

£1,663

Balcony

£1,568

£1,806

£3,278

Suite

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

CABIN

£1,948

Interior to
Ocean View
UPGRADE

£1,600

£1,790

£2,018

£2,091

Balcony

£1,743

£1,933

£2,161

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

£3,548

Suite

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

ITALY, MALTA &
BEST OF GREECE

VENICE, FLORENCE
& PORTOFINO

CELEBRIT Y EDGE ®
6 JUL 2020 | 11 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y CONS TELL ATION ®
30 JUL 2020 | 9 NIGHTS

Fly from/to London‡, Civitavecchia (Rome), Catania (Sicily),
Valletta, Santorini, Piraeus (Athens), Mykonos, Nafplio,
Katakolon (Olympia), Naples, Civitavecchia (Rome)
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

Fly from/to London‡, Venice (overnight in port),
Kotor, Messina (Sicily), Naples, Portofino,
La Spezia (Florence/Pisa), Civitavecchia (Rome)
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

CABIN

Interior

£1,973

£2,234

£2,547

Interior

£1,299

£1,513

£1,769

Ocean View

£2,429

£2,690

£3,003

Ocean View

£1,337

£1,551

£1,807

Balcony

£2,742

£3,003

£3,317

Balcony

£1,536

£1,750

£2,007

Suite

£4,941

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

Suite

Premium Beverage Package, Unlimited WiFi Package, $150 per person onboard credit (“OBC”), and Gratuities Included. All guests in the same stateroom must select the same options
at time of booking. For an additional saving in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (Including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories), guests may
remove any Perks and qualify for “Price Only”. 3rd and 4th guests occupying the same stateroom will each receive a saving of 50% from their cruise fare excluding cruise taxes and fees.
Travel insurance, visa’s and vaccinations are at an additional cost. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will have an obstructed/sheltered view. E&OE.

£2,985

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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W O R L D W I D E H O L I D AY S

ALASKA
SOUTHBOUND GLACIER

ALASKA HUBBARD GLACIER

CELEBRIT Y MILLENNIUM ®
9 JUL 2020 | 9 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y ECLIPSE ®
5 SEP 2020 | 9 NIGHTS

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Anchorage, Seward, Juneau,
Skagway, Icy Strait Point, Ketchikan, Vancouver
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Vancouver, Icy Strait Point,
Juneau, Ketchikan, Vancouver
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

Interior

£2,235

£2,401

£2,600

Interior

£1,901

£2,067

£2,267

Ocean View

£2,472

£2,638

£2,838

Ocean View

£2,177

£2,343

£2,542

Balcony

£3,347

£3,513

£3,713

Balcony (obs)

£2,338

£2,504

£2,338

£5,621

Suite

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

£3,872

Suite

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

MEXICO, KEY WEST
& GRAND CAYMAN

ULTIMATE SOUTHERN
CARIBBEAN

CELEBRIT Y EDGE ®
28 NOV 20 | 9 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y REFLEC TION ®
3 DEC 2020 | 12 NIGHTS

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Fort Lauderdale,
Key West, Puerto Costa Maya, Cozumel,
Grand Cayman, Fort Lauderdale
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Fort Lauderdale,
St. Maarten, St. Lucia, Barbados, Antigua,
St. Kitts, Fort Lauderdale
‡
Return flights included, regional airports may be available
at a supplement

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

Interior

£1,472

£1,638

£1,838

Interior

£1,407

£1,645

£1,930

Ocean View

£1,624

£1,790

£1,990

Ocean View

£1,578

£1,816

£2,101

Balcony

£1,814

£1,980

£2,180

Balcony (obs*)

£1,797

£2,034

£2,319

Suite
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SAIL ALL INCLUDED

Suite

£3,929

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

*The ‘Sail Your Way’ offer applies to new bookings on selected sailings of 4 nights or more. The first two guests named in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom
(including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories) are eligible to receive two amenities with the choice of a “Two Perks Included”. Perks available are; Classic Beverage Package, $100 per person onboard credit
per person (“OBC”), Gratuities Included or Unlimited WiFi Package. For an additional sum, guests may receive all four amenities with an upgrade from the Classic Beverage Package to the Premium
Beverage package by selecting the “Four Perks Included”. Each of the first two guests in a qualifying Suite booking (including W guarantee category) are eligible to receive four complimentary amenities:

SOUTHAMPTON SAILINGS

NORTHERN EUROPE
CAPITAL CITIES

SPAIN & FRANCE

CELEBRIT Y APE X S M
13 APR 2020 | 10 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y SILHOUE T TE ®
1 MAY 2020 | 8 NIGHTS

Southampton, Oslo (overnight in port), Copenhagen,
Warnemunde (Berlin), Amsterdam, Zeebrugge (Bruges),
Le Havre (Paris), Southampton

Southampton, Bilbao (overnight in port), Vigo, La Coruna,
Le Havre (Paris), Southampton

CABIN
Interior (obs*)
Ocean View
to Balcony
UPGRADE

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

£1,158
£1,348

£1,396
£1,586

£2,773

Suite

£1,681
£1,871

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

CABIN

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

SAIL

Interior

£749

£939

£1,167

Ocean View

£901

£1,091

£1,319

Balcony

£977

£1,167

£1,395

£2,991

Suite

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

SPAIN, PORTUGAL &
CANARY ISLANDS

CELEBRIT Y SILHOUE T TE ®
9 MAY 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

CELEBRIT Y SILHOUE T TE ®
19 OC T 2020 | 11 NIGHTS

Southampton, Bergen, Olden, Geiranger,
Stavanger, Southampton

Southampton, Funchal (Madeira), Tenerife, Gran Canaria, Lisbon,
Leixoes (Porto), Vigo, Southampton

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

CABIN

SAIL
CRUISE
ONLY

Interior

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

Ocean View
to Balcony
UPGRADE

£1,138

£1,305

£1,505

Suite

£3,281

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

SAIL PLUS
SAIL ALL INCLUDED
ADD TWO PERKS ADD ALL FOUR PERKS

CABIN

SAIL
CRUISE
ONLY

Interior

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

£1,835

£2,096

£2,410

Ocean View
to Balcony (obs*)
UPGRADE
Suite

Premium Beverage Package, Unlimited WiFi Package, $150 per person onboard credit (“OBC”), and Gratuities Included. All guests in the same stateroom must select the same options
at time of booking. For an additional saving in a qualifying Inside, Oceanview, Balcony, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom (Including Z,Y,X,XC,XA guarantee categories), guests may
remove any Perks and qualify for “Price Only”. 3rd and 4th guests occupying the same stateroom will each receive a saving of 50% from their cruise fare excluding cruise taxes and fees.
Travel insurance, visa’s and vaccinations are at an additional cost. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will have an obstructed/sheltered view. E&OE.

£3,255

SAIL ALL INCLUDED

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

TAKING
THINGS
SLOW

Rocky Mountaineer

32
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In a world where we are living
fast, more of us than ever
are looking to travel slow.
That cruise holidays and train
tours are more popular than
ever proves that enjoying
the journey matters just as
much to us as the destination;
little wonder then that we’re
choosing to combine the two.
From the decadence of the
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
and the adventurous spirit
of Rocky Mountaineer and
Rovos Rail’s ‘Pride of Africa’,
to the humbler Amtrak and
Eurostar, rail and sail trips are
experiencing a resurgence
that heralds an opportunity
to holiday the way we did
decades ago.

VENICE SIMPLON-ORIENT-EXPRESS AND
THE MEDITERRANEAN

F

ew trips hold the same anticipation as
knowing you’re about to climb aboard
the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express.
Steeped in romance and with a storied
history that stretches back to 1883, the
VSOE promises an unforgettable start
or fitting finale to jaunts across the
Mediterranean by ship. While its routes
link some of Europe’s most enticing
cities, London, Paris, Istanbul and Berlin,
it is the one to Venice which entices
cruisers looking to turn Mediterranean
sailings into once-in-a-lifetimes.
Travel from London and you’ll board the
royal blue Belmond British Pullman train
at London Victoria, a white gloved hand
waving you off as brunch and Bellinis
begin to make their way to your table
before you’ve even reached Kent. Lunch
is served in the French countryside
and you’ll slumber your way through
northern Switzerland, such is the
pleasure of overnight train travel. Just
as cruising promises a new view each

day, so does raising the blinds of the
VSOE to reveal the snowy peaks of the
Austrian Alps before breakfast. Which
is continental and delivered to your
door, by the way. Climbing the Arlberg
Pass and snaking across the Gotthard
route through Switzerland, your historic
overnight abode eventually finds its
way to northern Italy. The Tyrolean
capital of Innsbruck is an opportunity
to stretch your legs and inhale the
mountain air, before heading south
through the Dolomites, past castles
and palaces and into Verona, a suitably
dramatic backdrop for afternoon tea.
The countryside around Vicenza is a final
flourish before Venice, where you’ll walk
out of Santa Lucia station onto the banks
of the Grand Canal.

Travel from
London and you’ll
board the royal
blue Belmond
British Pullman
train at London
Victoria.

Canapés on the
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express

The Venice Simplon-Orient-Express

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER & ALASKA

F

or the last 25 years, Rocky
Mountaineer has placed the Canadian
Rockies at the feet of those who prefer
their Canadian escapes uber-luxurious.
It’s a combination of both service and
scenery that has seen the train journey
honoured as ‘one of the world’s ultimate
experiences’ and ‘one of the world’s
most life-changing trips’ over and again.
With Alaska’s cruise season matching
that of the Rocky Mountaineer, and
many cruises starting or finishing at the
train’s home station of Vancouver, you
can start or end a holiday by snaking
a meandering path through alpine
towns and scenic expanses sitting in the
shadow of the Rocky Mountains. Just like
in Alaska, wildlife is in abundance, along
with glacial lakes, wild whitewater rivers,
pine glades and almighty canyons.
Guides talk you through the scenery
from inside, while an outdoor vestibule
puts the wind in your hair and clean
mountain air in your lungs.

moose, bald eagles, osprey, mountain
goats and bighorn sheep roam wild. And
while you may be journeying through
the wilderness, there’ll be no foraging
involved here; travellers choose between
GoldLeaf or SilverLeaf and there are
dedicated coaches for each that are
plush to say the least. SilverLeaf seats
you in a glass-domed coach with hot
main courses served at your seat, and
complimentary beverages and gourmet
snacks in constant supply. GoldLeaf
Service is the ultimate in luxury, with
all of the above delivered alongside
panoramic views from a bi-level dome
coach complete with reclining seats.
GoldLeaf travellers dine à la carte on
the flavours of Western Canada in a
36-seater dining room. With overnight
stays at the best hotels in the region and
your luggage delivered there in time for
your arrival, this version of the Rockies is
more regal than rugged.

Just like in Alaska,
wildlife is in
abundance, along
with glacial lakes,
wild whitewater
rivers, pine glades
and almighty
canyons.

Keep your eyes peeled for movement
amidst the stillness; bears, elk, deer,

SilverLeaf Service

Elk as seen along Journey Through the Clouds route
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Cozumel beach

EUROSTAR & SAILING ON
THE SEINE

F

or years, the Eurostar whispered
clandestine weekends away.
But as the cross-continental train
celebrates 25 years on the tracks
and we all look towards more
eco-friendly ways to travel,
departures from St. Pancras have
become the new way to reach river
cruise ships departing from Paris
and more recently Amsterdam.
Before you’ve even finished your
coffee and croissant from La
Pain Quotidien you’re already
wondering why you don’t do this
more often. Check-in is effortless,
as is the journey itself at just a
couple of hours. Naturally, a glass
of champagne helps pass the
time. The Eurostar spills out its
passengers into Gare du Nord,
from where you can make your way
to meet your river ship on the Seine
or decamp to one of countless chic
boutique hotels for some of that
clandestine stuff we talked about
earlier. They don’t call it the City of
Love for nothing.
Paris

AMTRAK MEMPHIS TO NEW ORLEANS & CARIBBEAN CRUISE

T

he humble Amtrak shrinks
America’s epic landscape into more
manageable chunks and the route
from Memphis to New Orleans is an
education in the musical and historical
heritage of the Deep South. From the
rightful home of Elvis and the Civil Rights
movement, you’ll trundle along the
railroad route through Tennessee and
the Mississippi Delta into Louisiana.
It’s a day-long journey spent in steely
carriages with luxury reclining leather
seats and a dining cart serving Angus
steaks that see your usual panini
train snack on the commute pale in
comparison. Everything is bigger in
America, including the portions, so
you can be forgiven for slipping into a
food coma as you amble past bayous,
swamps and the odd basking alligator

en route to the Big Easy. From here, you
can trade the train for an ol’ American
steamboat on the Mississippi, before
sailing into the sunset on a Caribbean
cruise with Belize, Cozumel and a whole
host of other island idylls on its itinerary.

Amble past bayous,

swamps and
the odd basking
alligator en route to
the Big Easy.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

PRETORIA TO CAPE TOWN WITH ROVOS RAIL

W

ere we to travel back to a
bygone era, it’d be to the days
when train travel was gloriously
drawn out and unapologetically
opulent, all dark-wood panelling,
moss green leather and white cotton
tablecloths in dining rooms where
you’re still expected to dress for
dinner. The restored vintage cars of
Rovos Rail’s Pride of Africa are the
closest you’ll come to time travel and
its journey from a heritage station in
Pretoria to Cape Town or Victoria Falls
weaves an imperial route through
former goldfields and National Parks
prowled by Africa’s diverse wildlife.
Earthy toned interiors echo the
landscape passing by the picture
windows, from the sunset oranges to
Rovos Rail Train
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the mountain browns and grassland
greens. The vastness of the landscape
as you travel through Witwatersrand
and the Cape Winelands is better
appreciated from the observation
deck, where blissful hours are passed
on simple benches. Mealtimes over
the course of the three-day journeys
see you savour South African
signatures like slow-roasted Karoo
lamb and ostrich fillet on tabbouleh,
each dish paired with the wines
you’d expect from some of the most
renowned appellations on earth. It’s a
classic, classy, all-inclusive affair that
has put the continent straight to the
top of our wish list.

TAKE ME THERE >
SOUTH AFRICA, SAFARI &
THE ROVOS RAIL

✈
Flights
Included

Azamara Journey
17 Feb & 1 Mar 2021 | 19 Nights
Turn to page 55 for our EXCLUSIVE
Cruise & Stay holiday.

Cruise Club fares from pp

£5,599
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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ultimate
AIRFARE

UP TO 8 SHORE
EXCURSIONS per cabin

BEVERAGE
PACKAGE

UP TO US $800 per cabin

SHIPBOARD CREDIT

INTERNET

FREE
GRATUITIES

The Oceania Cruises Experience
Embark on a remarkable journey of discovery to the world’s most fascinating and far‐flung destinations,
an exceptional selection of tropical and exotic ports of call often inaccessible to larger ships.
From the gentle sway of palm trees arching over white‐sand beaches to the wondrous places that have
inspired explorers, poets and painters. With an array of eye‐opening voyages, you’re sure to experience the
world from a new perspective.

CENTER OF
CIVILIZATION
Ultimate Includes:

• Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

MEDITERRANEAN
MOSAIC
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Internet
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

ATLANTIC
HORIZONS
Ultimate Includes:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Internet
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

19 August 2020 / Sirena / 12 Nights

11 November 2020 / Marina / 10 Nights

21 November 2020 / Marina / 14 Nights

Fly from/to London, Venice (overnight in port), Dubrovnik, Bari,
Argostoli, Taormina, Amalfi/Positano, Rome (Civitavecchia), Portofino,
Monte Carlo, Provence (Marseille), Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Monte Carlo, Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Rome (Civitavecchia), Sorrento/Capri, Syracuse, Valletta, Cagliari,
Ajaccio, Palamos, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona

Fly from/to London, Barcelona, Cartegena, Malaga, Funchal,
Royal Naval Dockyard (overnight in Port), Nassau, Miami

Deluxe Ocean View from .... £3,415pp

Deluxe Ocean View from ...Sold

Out

Deluxe Ocean View from ...Sold

Out

Penthouse Suite from .......... £5,505pp

Penthouse Suite from .......... £4,119pp

Penthouse Suite from .........Sold

Out

Balcony from ................................. £4,235pp
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Balcony from ................................. £3,029pp

Concierge Balcony from .... £3,085pp

*OLife Ultimate fares expire on 31st March 2020. Olife Ultimate Offers are valid on select dates and stateroom categories until sail date or until sold out, see OceaniaCruises.com
for details. All fares are Pound Sterling, valid for residents of United Kingdom, based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new bookings only, subject to availability
and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit OceaniaCruises.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or
alcoholic beverages which will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive access for two devices
per suite If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is

WONDROUS
WILDLIFE

CARIBBEAN
CHARMS
CHOICE Includes:

Ultimate Includes:

• Internet
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Gratuities
• FREE Speciality Dining

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

Plus choose one of the below:

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

BAYS TO
BEACHES
CHOICE Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

Plus choose one of the below:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

4 January 2021 / Nautica / 15 Nights

12 January 2021 / Riviera / 15 Nights

25 February 2021 / Riviera / 13 Nights

Fly from/to London, Cape Town (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay),
Walvis Bay (overnight in Port), Port Elizabeth,
Durban (overnight in Port), Maputo, Richards Bay,
Mossel Bay, Capetown

Fly from/to London, Miami (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay), Puerto Plata,
San Juan, St John’s, Fort de France, Bridgtown, St Georges, Kingstown,
Pointe a Pitre, Castries, Gustavia, Miami

Fly from/to London, Miami (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay), Oranjestad,
Willemstad, Kralendijk, St Georges, Bridgetown, Pointe a Pitre,
Gustavia, Miami

Deluxe Ocean view from ..... £4,559pp
Balcony from ................................. £5,309pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £7,529pp

Deluxe Ocean view from ..... £4,719pp

Balcony from ................................. £5,269pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £6,679pp

WESTERN
FUSION
CHOICE Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

Deluxe Ocean view from ..... £4,419pp

Balcony from ................................. £4,799pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £6,129pp

WESTERN
EUROPE QUEST

Plus choose one of the below:

CHOICE Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

Plus choose one of the below:

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

PLUS

CRUISE CLUB
EXCLUSIVE
BENEFITS

Penthouse Suite

$200 On board
Credit
FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities

8 April 2021 / Sirena / 10 Nights

12 May 2021 / Sirena / 10 Nights

Fly from/to London, Istanbul, Bozcaada (Troy), Ephesus, Heraklion,
Naples/Pompeii, Rome (Civitavecchia), Florence/Pisa/Tuscany (Livorno),
Monte Carlo, Provence (Marseilles), Barcelona

Southampton, Le Havre (Paris), Saint-Malo, La Rochelle,
Bordeaux (O/Night in Port), San Sebastian, Bilbao, Southampton

Deluxe Ocean view from ..... £2,525pp

Deluxe Ocean view from ..... £2,659pp

Balcony from ................................. £3,335pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £4,495pp

Balcony from ................................. £3,749pp
Lobster at Toscana restaurant

one per full-fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy
and subject to change. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. “Fares From” pricing is based on the
lowest available category at the time of publication, unless otherwise indicated. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania
Cruises. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Total number of nights
shown includes any noted pre-cruise hotel stays. Note: Days at sea are not shown. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Complete Terms and Conditions may be found at OceaniaCruises.com

Penthouse Suite from .......... £4,989pp

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Oceania Cruises’ 2021-2022 Tropics & Exotics Collection is an
imaginatively curated array of voyages that explores the most
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Terms and Conditions apply*

— continued
Take advantage of diverse tropical escapes that offer you the bliss of our uncommon Caribbean,
featuring boutique ports such as Roseau, Dominica; Kralendijk, Bonaire; Kingstown, St. Vincent

and the new port of Îles des Saintes, EGuadeloupe
A R LY B O O K I N G B O N U S
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, ENJOY 50% OFF DEPOSITS ON EVERY SAILING
31st March 2020

— continued

OLife Choice* | Includes: Airfare* & Internet
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Ultimate fares expire on 31st March 2020. Olife Ultimate Offers are valid on select dates and stateroom categories until sail date or until sold out, see OceaniaCruises.com
Plus choose one: FREE *OLife
Shore
Excursions
for
details. All fares
are Pound Sterling, valid for residents of United Kingdom, based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new bookings only, subject to availability
and may be withdrawn at any time. For current pricing visit OceaniaCruises.com. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject to change.
Free gratuities are available on select sailings and valid for bookings made on select categories and do not apply to service charges relating to private dining, spa treatments or
INTO THE BLUE 01246 819 819
FREE alcoholic
Beverage
Package
beverages which
will incur a compulsory service fee (approx. 18%). Free Internet is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & Oceania Suites receive access for two devices
per suite If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice Beverage Package amenity is House Select and is
FREE Shipboard Credit

CRYSTALLINE
AMAZON
SOUTHERNMOST
CARIBBEAN Oceania Cruises’
SEAFARER
EXPLORER
2021-2022 Tropics & Exotics Collection
is an imaginatively curated array
CHOICE Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

Plus choose one of the below:

CHOICE Includes:

Plus choose one of the below:

CHOICE Includes:

Plus choose one of the below:
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• FREEin
$800this
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• FREE $800 Shipboard
Credit of the• Airfare

• FREE $600 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 6 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE Speciality Dining
• FREE Speciality Dining
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
you to explore the
captivating history,
traditions and many
charismatic facets
of South America,
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package
Asia, the South Pacific, and Caribbean. Oceania Cruises continually strives to find new ways to provide
PLUS
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CRUISE CLUB
CRUISETours
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immerse yourself in the local way of life and $150
discover
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$250 On
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Credit
where you are travelling.
FREE Pre Paid
FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities
Gratuities
10 and 20 November 2021 / Sirena / 11 Nights

26 November 2021 / Insignia / 25 Nights

18 December 2021 / Marina / 21 Nights

Fly from/to London, Bridgetown (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay),
Gustavia, St. Johns, Iles des Saintes, Roseau, Fort-de-France, Castries,

St Johns, Castries, Port of Spain, Santarem, Boca de Valeria,

hotel stay), Pisco/Nazca Lines, Coquimbo, Santiago de Chille,

2021-2022 Tropics
Exotics
Collection
Fly from/to London, Lima/Machu Picchu (Callao, 1 night pre-cruise
pre-cruise hotel stay)Highlights
, Tortola,
Fly from/to&
London,
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Manaus
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in port), Parintins,over 75 of them brand
Puerto
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Laguna Sannew
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More than
100
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to explore,
Alter de Chao, Kingstown, Roseau, Gustavia, Miami
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of Hokkaido
Deluxe
view fromthe
Deluxe Ocean view from .... £6,319pp
Deluxe Ocean view from .... £3,099
pp
.... £6,019
Balcony from ................................. £3,569pp
Balcony from ................................. £6,779pp
Balcony from ................................. £7,509pp
Experience
the many personalities of Africa withPenthouse
one-of-a-kind
touring options that bring you
Penthouse Suite from .......... £4,349pp
Suite from .......... £8,969pp
Penthouse Suite from ...... £10,319pp
unforgettable safaris, or venture to the southernmost reaches of South America and explore the
best of Patagonia and the rare opportunity to witness pure Antarctic beauty as you cruise by
remote locations
such as Deception Island and Paradise
Bay
WONDROUS
PACIFIC
GOLDEN
Kingstown, Port of Spain, Bridgetown

n

n

WILDLIFE
CHOICE Includes:

• Airfare & Internet
• FREE Speciality Dining

n

PALETTE
GRAPEVINES
Take advantage
of diverse tropical escapes that offer
you the bliss of our uncommon Caribbean,

Plus choose one of the below:

CHOICE Includes:

Plus choose one of the below:

CHOICE Includes:

Plus choose one of the below:

featuring• Airfare
boutique
ports such
as Roseau, Dominica;
Kralendijk, Bonaire;
Kingstown, St. Vincent
& Internet
• Airfare & Internet
• FREE $400 Shipboard Credit
• FREE $400 Shipboard Credit
• FREE Speciality Dining
4 Shore Excursions
• FREE 4 Shore Excursions
and the new
port of Îles des• FREE
Saintes,
Guadeloupe• FREE Speciality Dining

• FREE $800 Shipboard Credit
• FREE 8 Shore Excursions
• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

• FREE Alcoholic Beverage Package

PLUS — continued

PLUS

CRUISE CLUB
EXCLUSIVE
BENEFITS

CRUISE CLUB
EXCLUSIVE
BENEFITS

FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities

$200 On board
Credit
FREE Pre Paid
Gratuities

10 January 2022 / Nautica / 15 Nights

24 February 2022 / Insignia / 23 Nights

23 April 2022 / Regatta / 10 Nights

Fly from/to London, Cape Town (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay),
Walvis Bay (overnight in port), Port Elizabeth,
Durban (overnight in port), Maputo, Richards Bay, Mossel Bay,
Cape Town

Fly from/to London, Perth (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay), Geraldton,
Exmouth, Broome, Bali (Benoa, overnight in port), Surabaya, Muara,
Kota Kinibali (Borneo), Manila, Okinawa (Naha), Amami Oshima (Naze),
Tokyo (overnight in port)

Fly from/to London, Los Angeles (1 night pre-cruise hotel stay),

Deluxe Ocean view from .... £5,079pp

Deluxe Ocean view from .... £7,089pp

Deluxe Ocean view from .... £3,259pp

Balcony from ................................. £6,019pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £7,829pp

Balcony from ................................. £8,419pp

Penthouse Suite from ...... £10,919pp

one per full-fare paying adult of 21 years of age or older with a maximum of two per stateroom. Free Shipboard Credit is one per stateroom, based on double occupancy
and subject to change. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity. Not all promotions are combinable. “Fares From” pricing is based on the
lowest available category at the time of publication, unless otherwise indicated. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania
Cruises. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, offers and surcharges at any time. Total number of nights
shown includes any noted pre-cruise hotel stays. Note: Days at sea are not shown. Free Internet usage is subject to time and data limitations; Internet usage fees may apply.
Complete Terms and Conditions may be found at OceaniaCruises.com

Ensenada, San Diego, Catalina Island, San Francisco (overnight in port),
Monteray, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles

Balcony from ................................. £3,729pp
Penthouse Suite from .......... £4,669pp

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FROM FUN IN THE SUN TO
“COCKTAILS ANYONE?”

When you choose P&O Cruises, so many surprises lie in store. And the best surprises create the best
memories. You could be treading the line between land and sea, uncovering the secrets of both by day,
and sipping a cocktail made just to your tastes by their skilled bartenders by night. Why wouldn’t you?

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of February 2020
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HOLIDAY LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

†
Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Fly-cruise prices
shown are inclusive of economy class flights from/to London and transfers. Prices may vary for other departure airports. All flights are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select
Price holiday and receive extra on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on restaurants, spa, internet
packages and shore experiences booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type,
and varies by cabin and cruise duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 3 March and 4 May 2020 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 6
March 2020 and 2 April 2022 and is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on cruise
type, duration and time of booking). On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money.
On-board spending money can only be spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins, Early Savers or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative.

INTO THE BLUE 01246 819 819

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Caribbean & USA

Iceland

VENTURA N101 | 3 JAN 2021 | 35 NIGHTS

ARCADIA J107 | 11 JUN 2021 | 14 NIGHTS

Southampton - La Coruña - Bermuda 
Freeport, Bahamas - New Orleans 
Key West t - Miami - St Thomas
St Maarten - Antigua - St Lucia - Ponta
Delgada, Azores - Southampton

Southampton - Skjolden t - Cruise in
Lustrafjorden - Cruise in Sognefjord
Ålesund - Akureyri t - Cruise in Eyjafjörður
Cruise by Hrisey Island - Isafjördur h
Reykjavik  - Belfast - Southampton

Balcony
Select Price from

£5,599

WITH

†
per
person

£per920
cabin to

spend on board*

Balcony
Select Price from

£2,299

WITH

†
per
person

£per360
cabin to

spend on board*

Extra on-board spending money
on applicable Select Price holidays*
(Sea view cabins and above)

PLUS

5% low deposit◊

BOOK BY 4 MAY 2020
PLUS

Extra guests sail from £199pp on
applicable Select Price holidays~
(Based on cruise J107)

WHY WOULDN’T YOU?
Mediterranean fly-cruise

Caribbean fly-cruise

AZURA A115 | 22 JUL 2021 | 14 NIGHTS

BRITANNIA B206D | 19 MAR 2022 | 20 NIGHTS

 Fly UK to Valletta - Athens (from
Piraeus) - Mykonos t - Rhodes - Heraklion,
Crete - Valletta - Hvar h - Trieste - Zadar
Dubrovnik t - Valletta - Fly to UK 

 Fly UK to St Lucia - St Kitts t - Antigua t
St Maarten - Barbados  - St Lucia
St Kitts t - Antigua t - Ponta Delgada,
Azores - Southampton

School holiday cruise

Balcony
Select Price from

£2,799

Flights
included
WITH

†
per
person

£360

per cabin to
spend on board*

Flights
included
Balcony
Select Price from

£2,749

WITH

†
per
person

£540

per cabin to
spend on board*

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender
evening in port  overnight in port
School holidays can vary by school and region, so it's worth checking the dates before you book.
Please note: Immigration services procedures will be required on the first port of call in the United States on cruise N101.

◊
Applicable Select Price and Early Saver bookings made up to 4 May 2020 will benefit from a 5% low deposit. For bookings made within 90 days of departure the full balance will be due at time
of booking. Offer is combinable with our current on-board spending money offer on qualifying departures between 6 March 2020 and 2 April 2022. ~Book an applicable holiday and 3rd and
4th adult guests sail from £199pp. Price shown based on cruise J107. Prices vary by cruise type, date and duration, are subject to availability and may go up or down. Available on selected cruises
when sharing an applicable cabin with two full paying adults. Offer excludes The World Cruise, Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys, and BE grade cabins. Offer on selected holidays departing
between 6 March 2020 and 2 April 2022, and is subject to availability. We reserve the right to withdraw these offers in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For full terms and conditions which
you must read before booking please visit pocruises.com. P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating
4.1 out of 5 based on 20,439 reviews as of February 2020.
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FEATURE

THE YOUNG
CRUISERS
COLLECTIVE
They’re the new wave of bloggers bringing cruising
to the attention of a new generation, enlisted by
the likes of the BBC and New York Times for their
knowledge and topping the guest lists of new ship
launches. We caught up with the collective of young
cruisers proving that holidaying at sea has never
been cooler.

EMMA

I

’m Emma, I’m 25 and I’ve been
cruising since I was 11 years
old. As a child I loved cruising, I
loved the freedom that it gave me
and exploring new ships was so
much fun. I still don’t think there is
anything quite like stepping on a
cruise ship for the first time.
When I decided to take my first
cruise by myself, I was surprised to
find that none of my friends would
consider it. They had outdated
ideas about cruise ships being
formal and boring, which I knew
was not the case. I started a blog
about cruising around 3 years ago
and a YouTube channel around
a year later. The aim of both
was to dispel common cruising
misconceptions and to show
potential cruisers that there is a
cruise line to suit everybody.
I’ve been lucky enough to cruise
all over the world since and I
have travelled on ships ranging
from 100 passengers, all the way
up to around 5500. My favourite
trip to date was one I took from
Singapore to Tokyo with Princess
Cruises. Every port visited was
fascinating and visiting by ship
meant we were able to visit
multiple countries in a relatively
short period of time.
I’m a strong believer in the idea
that there is a cruise line, ship
and destination to suit everybody,
regardless of age or budget. I
would encourage everyone to
try cruising at least once but be
warned, it is pretty addictive!
Find Emma on:

@emmacruises
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Mt.Fuji

GAVIN &
LUKE
Norwegian Fjords

W

e had no idea what to expect
arriving at our first cruise, looking
like rabbits caught in headlights. We’d
tried researching on the internet to
get an idea of what life on a ship was
like and straight away comments that
cruising was boring and full of retired
people littered the screen; to be honest,
it wasn’t looking all that appealing!
However, we’re happy to say that we fell
in love and that, since then, the affair
has become an addiction.

Crown Princess

As a hobby we create YouTube videos,
touring ships to share the venues
onboard, the dining options and other
facilities, as well as explaining the
features of our cabin. We also have
our cruise vlogs, offering viewers a
chance to follow us on our adventures
and bringing them along so they get to
experience it with us.

nature to us and we always have a
suitcase on standby.
We love cruising from the UK, one of
our favourite destinations being the
Norwegian Fjords. They are so easily
accessed from Southampton and ideal
for first-timers. We’ve recently fallen in
love with the Caribbean too. Although
only able to be reached by plane, unless
you look at a longer (and often cheaper!)
repositioning itinerary, it’s definitely
worth the trip and is somewhere we’re
looking to visit again soon.
Find Gavin and Luke on:

@holidaysatsea
Queen Mary 2

You’ll always find us telling everyone
how great cruising is, trying to break
through any stereotypes that it’s boring
and mostly for the older generation.
The great thing is that there is a ship
and destination to suit everybody. Our
favourite is Cunard’s Queen Mary 2, but
we also love ships like MSC Bellissima,
as they offer water slides and loads of
fun for us big kids. Now that we have
cruised more, we no longer worry about
what to wear; it has become second

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

DANIELLE

I

started blogging about cruise
because at the time, there were
very few others doing it. I felt that
a lot of younger people always
had the idea in their heads that
cruising was only for those who
were wealthy and retired, which
is absolutely not the case. I know
that now, just as many of us have
come to realise, but it was exactly
what I thought too until I tried it
for myself.

SANNA

Vegan Morrocan Lentil Tagine on P&O Cruises

The VeganCruiser blog was founded
just under four years ago, when I
went vegan. I started the blog to show
the world that cruising is for all ages
(definitely not just for the well-off or
elderly) and that cruise ships really do
cater to their guests’ dietary needs. It
has been exciting to report how many
cruise lines have responded to the
trend for plant-based meals, even in the
short time since I began blogging. These
changes have made allergen-free dining
and cruising so much easier for everyone,
not only vegans but also coeliac and
dairy-free guests.
Through my blog and social media
channels, I aim to show my peers that
there just isn’t any other way to travel as
comfortably as cruising. You can unpack
once. All your meals and entertainment,
maybe even drinks, are included.
You’ll visit many destinations over one
holiday. There’s value like no other, not
to mention not having to worry about
yours or your family’s dietary needs.
I prefer my cruises fun and casual, so
for 2020 I have two sailings booked
with Carnival Cruise Line. On both
cruises, I get to return to my all-time
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favourite destination, Montenegro.
The port of Kotor is a small, beautiful
fortified medieval town nestled between
mountains. The picturesque UNESCO
World Heritage Site is heaven for crazy
cat ladies – they’re everywhere! - and
for lovers of medieval architecture, and
it has one of the best port approaches
and sailaways in the world. If you visit,
climb the steps to St John’s Fortress high
above the town for stunning views of
Kotor Bay below. It’s a true Adriatic gem.
Find Sanna on:

@vegancruiser
Kotor Bay

At first, I cruised mainly on the big
ships, but as the years have passed,
I find myself drawn to the smaller
ships that offer a more intimate
cruising experience and a variety
of interesting itineraries. I’m a big
fan of Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines,
who offer exactly what I look for in
a cruise and then some. It’s about
the ship and destinations for me;
I don’t want the ship to ‘be the
destination’. That said, I still enjoy
sailing on the bigger ships, taking
advantage of the amazing onboard
amenities and facilities that they
offer, yet always drawn to those
little details that really remind me
that I’m at sea.
As I type this, I’m sitting on Fred.
Olsen’s ‘Boudicca’ and I’ve been
here since the beginning of
October. It’s a 168-night Grand
Voyage that ends in Dover on 19
March 2020, but even this isn’t long
enough for me. If I could live at sea,
I would.
Find Danielle on:

@cruisemiss

Cape Town

MARCUS

Celebrity Edge

I

always like to say that cruising is in my
blood. I went on my first cruise with
my parents when I was 9 and I’ve been
hooked ever since.

Boudicca in Funchal

I started my blog back in 2014 for
several reasons, but primarily it was
actually as a creative and therapeutic
way for me to support my mental health.
I had been working full-time and caring
for my father for a number of years. He
had Alzheimer’s Disease and passed
away suddenly in 2014. My blog is a
positive way for me to engage with what
I am passionate about. I want to share
all my experiences and pass on any
knowledge that might help others get as
much out of cruising as I do.

Looking back over the years, while the
activities may have changed, I don’t think
my view of cruising has really changed
at all. It is about choice at the end of the
day. During the day I want to experience
new and exciting ports and activities,
while in the evening I want to be able to
indulge in the incredible entertainment,
food and social elements. That’s what
makes cruising so great.
Find Marcus on:

@seasparkxfly
Explorers’ Lounge
Viking Star

For me, there are two classes of ship
that stand out above all others. Firstly,
Celebrity Edge-class. These ships have a
radical and stylish design inside and out,
with a number of firsts for the industry.
They genuinely bring the wow factor.
My other favourite has to be the Viking
Ocean ships, with their beautiful
Scandi-inspired design and that
renowned Viking hospitality.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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with up to

£400

PP

off your roundtrip flights
on selected cruises*

OFFER ENDS 30 APRIL 2020
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NATURAL BRIDGE ROCK FORMATION, ARUBA

WAIKIKI BEACH, HONOLULU

ST. THOMAS, MAGENS BAY

CATHEDRAL, CARTAGENA

COUPLE ON DECK, PANAMA CANAL

INCLUDES FLIGHTS, HOTEL & TRANSFERS

INCLUDES FLIGHTS, HOTEL & TRANSFERS

FRANGIPANI FLOWER, HAWAII

INCLUDES FLIGHTS, HOTEL & TRANSFERS

Hawaiian Islands

Panama Canal
Ocean to Ocean

Southern Caribbean
Medley

RUBY PRINCESS

EMERALD PRINCESS

SKY PRINCESS

17 NIGHTS

12 NIGHTS

Departure Date
23 Oct 2020

Departure Date
24 Nov 2020

Departure Date
18 Jan 2021

San Francisco  Hilo  ■ Honolulu 
Kauai  Maui  Ensenada 
San Francisco

Fort Lauderdale  Cartagena 
Panama Canal Full Transit  Fuerte
Amador  Puntarenas  San Juan Del
Sur  Huatulco  Puerto Vallarta 
Los Angeles

Fort Lauderdale  Aruba 
Bonaire Grenada  Dominica 
St. Thomas  Grand Turk Fort
Lauderdale

BALCONY FARES FROM

BALCONY FARES FROM

BALCONY FARES FROM

17 NIGHTS

PRINCESS FARE
PRINCESS PLUS

£2,078PP
£2,603PP

PRINCESS FARE
PRINCESS PLUS

£1,847PP
£2,372PP

PRINCESS FARE
PRINCESS PLUS

The Princess MedallionClass
experience and the best
Wi-Fi at sea will be available
on selected ships. See
princess.com for details.

£2,110PP
£2,460PP

MORE TIME ASHORE See the sights during the day and experience the nightlife after dark with late night (9pm or later), or overnight calls.
Prices shown are subject to availability based upon 2 adults sharing the lowest available grade within the stateroom type specified. Prices and availability are correct at time of publishing, and may go up or down. ***Round-Trip Air Discount*** up to the value of £400pp
on selected America voyages. The offer applies to all guests travelling in the stateroom. Any transfers and hotel requirements are the responsibility of and at the cost of the guest. The cruise booking must be completed and the
standard cruise deposit must be paid before any air can be booked, although flights may be searched when checking cruise booking availability. Offer is available from 3rd March - 30th April 2020, and applies to cruises in this campaign only.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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2021 Viking ocean cruises now on sale!
Onboard gratuities included
Ancient Mediterranean Treasures

Caribbean Island Treasures

8 days, 6 guided tours, Istanbul to Athens
Departs April – December 2021

13 days, 6 guided tours, Miami to Miami
(Incudes overnight hotel stay in Miami)
Departs 12 November 2020 and 25 February 2021

From £2,490pp

Your journey
Days 1 & 2 Istanbul, Turkey | Day 3 Troy, (Canakkale), Turkey
Day 4 Ephesus (Kusadasi) Turkey | Day 5 Rhodes, Greece
Day 6 Heraklion, Greece | Days 7 & 8 Athens, Greece

From £3,190pp

Your journey
Days 1 & 2 Miami, USA | Day 3 Cruise the Atlantic Ocean
Day 4 Cruise the Caribbean Sea | Day 5 San Juan, Porto Rico
Day 6 Philipsburg, St.Martin | Day 7 St John’s, Antigua
Day 8 Castries, St.Lucia | Day 9 St Kitts, St Kitts &Nevis
Day 10 St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands | Day 11 Cruise the Caribbean Sea
Day 12 Cruise the Atlantic Ocean | Day 13 Miami

ENJOY IT ALL, IT’S ALL INCLUDED
P Return scheduled economy class flights from London,
plus fly from selected local airports at no extra cost
P Private veranda stateroom
P An included excursion in almost every port
P All onboard meals in a choice of restaurants, including many
alfresco dining venues
P Specially selected house wine, beer and soft drinks with lunch
and dinner onboard

Prices correct at time of going to print but are subject to availability and change. From prices are per person and
based on two people sharing the lowest grade stateroom available, departing on selected dates in 2021. Single
supplements 100%. Please note that duration of cruises shown is the cruise only. Total duration including ﬂights
of certain itineraries may be longer. Gratuities included on board ship only.
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P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Evening entertainment onboard
Free tea, coffee and snacks any time onboard
Free 24-hour room service
Free Wi-Fi onboard
Free use of spa facilities
All port charges, government taxes and overseas transfers
Onboard gratuities

E XC LU S I V E H O L I DAY S

C R U I S E & S TAY I S T H E B E S P O K E WAY T O H O L I D AY.
We have the ability to create your dream holiday entirely from scratch, combining cruises on the best
ships at sea with city stays, exclusive tours, attraction entry, transfers and so much more.
Our team of experts have years of experience in creating and tailoring itineraries that can see you
spend time in the world’s most exciting destinations, staying in handpicked hotels, crossing countries on
unforgettable land tours and embarking on iconic train journeys that are too special to save for ‘one day’.

The only limit is your imagination; where in the world will we take you?

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

For an extra £35pp per day

FROM ONLY

SULTRY CUBA &
THE CARIBBEAN

£2,549

pp

Havana

BASED ON 5 DEC 2020 DEPARTURE

CARIBBEAN PRINCESS | 14 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 7 NOV, 5 DEC 2020 16 JAN, 13 FEB, 13 MAR 2021
OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

St. Thomas

There’s more to Havana than vintage cars and colourful characters touting cigars and salsa
lessons, but it’s a pretty good place to start. After a week spent cruising the idyllic islands
of the Caribbean, you’ll spend five nights in Cuba’s sizzling capital, Havana, one of the most
exciting and intriguing cities on the planet.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

5-NIGHT STAY AT A 5
IN HAVANA

HOTEL

TOUR DETAILS

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE ON
CARIBBEAN PRINCESS

OLD HAVANA
STREET FOOD TOUR

PRIVATE
TRANSFERS

Plaza Vieja

Day at leisure.

Old Havana Street Food Tour
Dive into a tasting tour of Cuba’s delicacies, each
one served in a new location and by a different
local with a colourful character. Discover the
history and culture behind the snacks, followed
by a little time to explore Old Havana at your
own pace, stomach full and eyes opened to this
incredible part of the world.

Balcony pp

7 NOV 2020

£2,649
£2,549
£2,799
£3,149
£3,299

£2,699
£2,599
£2,849
£3,199
£3,349

£2,799
£2,699
£3,049
£3,449
£3,599

13 MAR 2021
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DAY 9 Port Everglades

DAY 11 Havana

Outside (obs*) pp

13 FEB 2021

Day 3 Princess Cays
Day 5 St. Thomas
Day 6 St. Maarten

Enjoy a Panoramic Havana Walking Tour.

Inside pp

16 JAN 2021

Transfer to Port Everglades Cruise Terminal
and embark Caribbean Princess. Depart
Port Everglades.

DAY 10 Havana

Date

5 DEC 2020

Fly from London to Miami. Transfer on
arrival to your 4 hotel for an overnight stay.

Arrive in Port Everglades and disembark
Caribbean Princess. Transfer to the
airport for your flight to Havana. On
arrival, transfer to your 5 hotel for a
five-night stay.

Horse and carriage in Havana

Panoramic Havana Walking Tour
Soak up the personality of Havana on a walking
tour that takes in its most unmissable highlights
and attractions. Visit four of the city’s most famous
and lively squares, Saint Francis of Assisi, Plaza
Vieja, Arms Square and the Cathedral Square,
along with effervescent Mercaderes Street and the
ever-charming Malecón.

DAY 1 UK

DAY 2 Port Everglades

1-NIGHT STAY AT A 4 HOTEL IN
FORT LAUDERDALE

PANORAMIC
HAVANA
WALKING TOUR

YOUR ITINERARY

Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with British Airways.

DAY 12 Havana

Enjoy an Old Havana Street Food Tour.

DAY 13 Havana
Day at leisure.

DAY 14 Havana

Transfer to the airport for your return
overnight flight to London .

DAY 15 UK

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

MIAMI HEAT,
MEXICAN SUNSETS
& SOIRÉES

Miami at night

FROM ONLY
£1,999

pp

BASED ON 7 SEP 2020 DEPARTURE

SCARLET LADY | 14 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 15 JUN, 27 JUL, 24 AUG, 7 SEP, 19 OCT 2020
OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Scarlet Lady isn’t just another ship, so we decided this shouldn’t be just another holiday.
Spend two nights getting acquainted with sultry South Beach and Little Havana, before
hot-footing it to Cancun for a week of unadulterated rest and relaxation. A ‘Fire and Sunset
Soirées’ sailing on the first Virgin Voyages ship brings things to a close in a style never before
seen at sea, including a day at the exclusive Beach Club at Bimini.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

2-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN MIAMI

FLIGHT FROM MIAMI TO
CANCUN

Key West

4-NIGHT ‘FIRE AND SUNSET SOIRÉES’ CRUISE ON SCARLET LADY
INCLUDING ALL DINING, BASIC DRINKS, WI-FI,
FITNESS CLASSES AND GRATUITIES

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 UK

Fly from London to Miami. On arrival, make
your way to your 4 hotel for a two-night stay.

DAY 2 Miami

7-NIGHT STAY AT A 4 HOTEL IN
CANCUN (ALL INCLUSIVE)

Day at leisure.

DAY 3 Miami

Make your way to the port and embark
Scarlet Lady. Depart Miami.

Day 4 Key West
Day 5 THE BIMINI BEACH CLUB

DAY 7 Miami

Arrive in Miami and disembark Scarlet Lady.
Make your way to the airport for your flight
to Cancun. On arrival, make your way to
your 4 hotel for a seven-night
all-inclusive stay.

Scarlet Lady

DAY 8-13 Cancun
At leisure.

DAY 14 Cancun
Cancun

Make your way to the airport for your
return overnight flight to London .

Bimini Beach Club

Date

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

15 JUN 2020

£2,349
£2,999
£2,299
£1,999
£2,049

£2,399
£3,049
£2,349
£2,049
£2,099

£2,449
£3,149
£2,499
£2,199
£2,049

27 JUL 2020
24 AUG 2020
7 SEP 2020
19 OCT 2020

Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with British Airways and American Airlines.

DAY 15 UK

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674
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Barbados

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

For an extra £35pp per day

MIAMI, KEY WEST
& THE CARIBBEAN

FROM ONLY
£1,499

pp

BASED ON 7 DEC 2020 DEPARTURE
South Beach, Miami

SKY PRINCESS | 14 NIGHTS

DEPARTING 12 & 27 NOV, 7 DEC 2020, 2 JAN & 5 FEB 2021
OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Miami and the Caribbean have plenty in common; white sand, hot sun, cold drinks and swaying
palms are but a few of the features that keep us coming back time and time again. Bring Key
West into the equation and slipping away to island life has never looked so appealing.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM
LONDON

3-NIGHT STAY
AT A 4 HOTEL IN
SOUTH BEACH, MIAMI

KEY WEST TOUR WITH
CATAMARAN AND
SNORKEL TRIP

10-NIGHT
FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON
SKY PRINCESS

TOUR DETAILS
Key West Tour with Catamaran and Snorkel Trip
Discover Key West’s 42 islands via the incredible Overseas Highway 1, one of the most spectacular roads
in the USA. Cross Seven Mile Bridge and arrive into Key West, boarding a catamaran that will take you
to North America’s largest reef for an afternoon of snorkelling.

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 UK

Fly from London to Miami.
On arrival, make your way to your
4 hotel for a three-night stay.

DAY 2 Miami

Enjoy a Key West Tour with Catamaran
and Snorkel Trip.

DAY 3 Miami
Day at leisure.

DAY 4 Fort Lauderdale

Make your way to the port and embark
Sky Princess. Depart Fort Lauderdale.

DAY 7 St. Thomas
DAY 8 Dominica
DAY 9 Grenada
DAY 10 Bonaire
DAY 11 Aruba

DAY 14 Fort Lauderdale
Catamaran and Snorkel Trip

Arrive in Fort Lauderdale. Disembark
Sky Princess and make your way to the
airport for your return overnight flight
to London .

Key West

Date

Inside pp

Balcony pp

Deluxe Balcony pp

12 Nov 2020 ^

£1,599
£1,559
£1,499
£1,799
£1,859

£1,899
£1,859
£1,799
£2,299
£2,359

£1,999
£1,959
£1,899
£2,399
£2,459

27 Nov 2020
7 Dec 2020
2 Jan 2021^
5 Feb 2021^
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^

Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with Virgin Atlantic.

DAY 15 uk

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.
^ Itinerary varies dependant on departure date.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

FROM ONLY

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

£5,599

SOUTH AFRICA,
SAFARI & THE
ROVOS RAIL

pp

BASED ON 17 FEB & 1 MAR 2021 DEPARTURE

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 UK

Fly overnight from London
Cape Town

AZAMARA JOURNEY | 19 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 17 FEB & 1 MAR 2021

Embark on a wild and wonderful adventure in South Africa, land of the safari and home
to Rovos Rail, one of the most luxurious train journeys in the world. Spend the night in
Pretoria, before embarking the Pride of Africa for a three-day trip through truly stunning
scenery to Cape Town. There’s just enough time to see Africa’s Big Five on safari in the
Aquila Game Reserve, before you embark Azamara Journey for a luxurious 12-night
all-inclusive sailing to ports both rugged and refined. This really is a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that mustn’t be missed.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 5
HOTEL IN CAPE TOWN

1-NIGHT STAY AT A 5
HOTEL IN PRETORIA

AQUILA GAME
RESERVE SAFARI

On arrival, transfer to your 5 hotel in
Pretoria for an overnight stay.

Make your way to the Rovos Rail station in
Pretoria and board the Pride of Africa for
a two-night journey from Pretoria to Cape
Town. Enjoy dinner on the train as you
travel south via Johannesburg through the
goldfields of Witwatersrand.

DAY 4 Rovos Rail

After a leisurely breakfast, you’ll visit the
Big Hole and Diamond Museum in
Kimberley before continuing your journey
towards Matjiesfontein via De Aar.

DAY 5 Rovos Rail
LUXURY ROVOS RAIL TOUR FROM PRETORIA TO CAPE
TOWN INCLUDING MEALS, DRINKS AND EXCURSIONS

12-NIGHT ALL-INCLUSIVE
CRUISE ON
AZAMARA JOURNEY

SELECTED
TRANSFERS

Enjoy breakfast before exploring historic
Matjiesfontein. Back onboard, lunch will be
served as you continue towards Cape Town.
On arrival, make your way to your 5 hotel
for a two-night stay.

DAY 6 Cape Town

Enjoy a full day safari at Aquila Game
Reserve.

DAY 7 Cape Town

TOUR DETAILS

Transfer to the port and embark Azamara
Journey. Depart Cape Town.

LUXURY ROVOS RAIL TOUR
Step aboard the Pride of Africa and recapture
the romance and adventure of a bygone era on
this full-board tour from Pretoria to Cape Town.
Rovos Rail has earned an enviable reputation for
its truly world-class travel experiences and you’ll
discover the magic of the continent in a relaxed
and elegant fashion, as some of the most varied
scenery imaginable unfolds outside your window.
Rovos Rail Train Station

Day 9 Port Elizabeth
Day 10 East London
Day 12 Maputo - Mozambique
Day 13 Richards Bay
Day 14 Durban
Day 17 Cape Town Overnight onboard
Day 18 Cape Town Overnight onboard

DAY 19 Cape Town
AQUILA GAME RESERVE SAFARI
Keep your eyes peeled at the Aquila Game
Reserve as you head out on an exciting safari in
search of the African Cape buffalo, the African
bush elephant, the leopard, the lion and the black
rhino, Africa ́s Big Five!

Date

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

17 FEB 2021

£5,599
£5,599

£5,799
£5,799

£6,799
£7,399

1 MAR 2021

DAY 2 Johannesburg / Pretoria
DAY 3 Pretoria

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

to Johannesburg

Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with Emirates.

Disembark Azamara Journey. Transfer to
the airport for your return overnight flight
to London .

DAY 20 UK

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

BALINESE BEACHES
& AUSTRALIA
EXPLORER

SEA PRINCESS | 20 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 2 FEB 2021

For an extra £35pp per day

FROM ONLY
£2,799

pp

Bali beach

BASED ON 2 FEB 2021 DEPARTURE

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS
Immaculate beaches, emerald rice paddies, ancient temples and food to die for; Bali has
everything you could ever wish for from an island hideout. Spend five nights in the serene
Indonesian haven, before flying to Perth, Australia’s sunniest city. It’s fast becoming one of
the hottest places in Oz and you’ll have plenty of time to explore before boarding
Sea Princess to discover more of the continent.

YOUR ITINERARY

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY

DAY 2 Bali

RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

5-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN BALI

FLIGHT FROM BALI TO
PERTH

2-NIGHT STAY AT A 4
HOTEL IN PERTH

Rice Terraces in Bali

DAY 1 UK

Fly overnight from London

to Bali.

Arrive in Bali and make your way to your
4 hotel for a five-night stay.

DAY 3-6 Bali
At leisure.

11-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON SEA PRINCESS

DAY 7 Bali - Perth

Perth

Make your way to Denpasar Airport for
your flight to Perth. On arrival, make your
way to your 4 hotel for a two-night stay.

DAY 8 Perth
Day at leisure.

DAY 9 Perth

Make your way to the port and embark
Sea Princess. Depart Perth.

Day 10 Margaret River (Busselton)
Day 11 Albany
Day 14 Adelaide
Day 16 Melbourne
Day 17 Burnie
Day 18 Hobart

DAY 20 Sydney
Bali Water temple

Arrive in Sydney and disembark
Sea Princess. Make your way to the airport
for your return overnight flight to London .

?????

DAY 21 UK

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Melbourne

Date

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

2 FEB 2021

£2,799

£3,099

£3,259
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Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with airline to be confirmed.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

The Twelve Apostles, Great Ocean Road

E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

MELBOURNE
& THE GREAT
OCEAN ROAD

FROM ONLY
£2,499

pp

BASED ON 10 DEC 2020 DEPARTURE

QUEEN ELIZABETH | 13 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 10 DEC 2020

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS
You could spend a year in Melbourne and barely see all its sights, but five days is more
than enough to get a taste of Australia’s cool cultural capital. A tour of the epic
Great Ocean Road breaks up your time in the city, before you embark Cunard’s esteemed
lady Queen Elizabeth, for a sun-drenched jaunt along the Australian coastline.
Melbourne

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN FLIGHTS
FROM LONDON

4-NIGHT STAY AT A
5 STAR HOTEL IN
MELBOURNE

YOUR ITINERARY
GREAT OCEAN ROAD
DAY TOUR

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON QUEEN
ELIZABETH

DAY 1 UK

Fly overnight from London

to Melbourne.

DAY 2 MELBOURNE

Arrive in Melbourne and make your way to
your 5 hotel for your four-night stay.

DAY 3 MELBOURNE
Day at leisure.

DAY 4 MELBOURNE

Enjoy a Great Ocean Road Day Tour.

DAY 5 MELBOURNE
Day at leisure.

DAY 6 MELBOURNE
Port Arthur

Make your way to the port and embark
Queen Elizabeth. Depart Melbourne.

Wild koala

Day 8 HOBART
Day 9 PORT ARTHUR
Day 11 ADELAIDE

DAY 13 MELBOURNE

Arrive in Melbourne and disembark Queen
Elizabeth. Make your way to the airport for
your return overnight flight to London .

DAY 14 UK

Arrive in the UK.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Melbourne at night

Grand Lobby on Queen Elizabeth

Date

Inside pp

Outside pp

Balcony pp

10 DEC 2020

£2,499

£2,599

£2,799

Prices are based on flights from London Gatwick with Qatar Airways.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

MACHU PICCHU &
THE WONDERS OF
SOUTH AMERICA
From the beaches of Rio de Janeiro to Iguazu Falls and an intensive exploration
of South America – not to mention a bucket list tour to the Sacred Valley and
Machu Picchu, the Lost City of the Incas – this incredible holiday promises to be
one of the most memorable and extraordinary of your life.

WESTERDAM | 28 NIGHTS | DEPARTING 7 NOV 2020
OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

4

4

3-NIGHT STAY AT A
HOTEL IN RIO DE JANEIRO

1-NIGHT STAY AT A
HOTEL IN BUENOS AIRES

COLONIAL AND MODERN CITY
TOUR OF LIMA

CHRIST THE REDEEMER
BY TRAIN TOUR

14-NIGHT FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON WESTERDAM

3-DAY ESSENTIAL IGUAZU FALLS TOUR INCLUDING A
2-NIGHT STAY AT A 4 HOTEL

4

1-NIGHT STAY AT A
HOTEL IN SANTIAGO

6-DAY DISCOVER CUZCO, THE SACRED VALLEY AND MACHU PICCHU TOUR WITH
SUPERIOR UPGRADE

2-NIGHT STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN LIMA

INTERNAL FLIGHTS

TOUR DETAILS
Guanabara Bay Cruise & Christ the
Redeemer by Train
Sail the islands of Rio’s beautiful
landscape, before taking the train
through the Tijuca rainforest to the
peak of Corcovado Mountain, home to
the vast Christ the Redeemer statue.

3-day Essential Iguazu Falls
Explore both the Brazilian
and Argentinian sides of the
thundering Iguazu Falls on this
immersive tour. Incorporate
optional helicopter or boat tours
too, for a whole new perspective
on the natural wonder.
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Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with British Airways and Iberia airlines.

Colonial and Modern Lima
Immerse yourself in the pre-Hispanic,
colonial and modern history of Lima
with a half-day guided tour that
includes all the main attractions of
this beautiful city.

Discover Cuzco, The Sacred
Valley and Machu Picchu
This once in a lifetime tour sees you
travel to the Sacred Valley, home
to the Incas and their incredible
archaeological sites. From there,
the ‘Lost City’ of Machu Picchu
awaits, one of the Seven Wonders
of the World.

TRANSFERS

??????

FROM ONLY
£4,699

pp

Chilean Fjords

BASED ON 7 NOV 2020 DEPARTURE

Montevideo

YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 UK

Fly from London to Rio de Janeiro. Transfer
on arrival to your 4 hotel for a three-night
stay.

DAY 2 RIO DE JANEIRO

Enjoy a Christ the Redeemer by Train tour.

DAY 3 RIO DE JANEIRO
Day at leisure.

DAY 4 RIO DE JANEIRO - IGUAZU FALLS

Fly to Iguazu. On arrival, transfer to your 4 hotel
for a two-night stay.

DAY 5 IGUAZU FALLS

Enjoy a full day tour to both the Brazilian and
Argentinian sides of the Iguazu Falls.

DAY 6 IGUAZU FALLS – BUENOS AIRES

Fly to Buenos Aires. On arrival, transfer to your
4 hotel for an overnight stay.

DAY 7 BUENOS AIRES

DAY 25 SACRED VALLEY

Transfer to the port and embark Westerdam.
Overnight in port.

Visit Moray in the Sacred Valley of the Incas,
before experiencing the culture of the Misminay
community. Continue on to Ollantaytambo for a
tour of the town and visit to the local market.

Day 9 MONTEVIDEO
Day 12 PORT STANLEY
Day 13 STRAIT OF MAGELLEN
Day 14 PUNTA ARENAS, cockburn channel, BEAGLE
CHANNEL & GLACIER ALLEY (SCENIC CRUISING)
Day 15 USHUAIA
Day 16 CAPE HORN (SCENIC CRUISING)
Day 17 CANAL SARMIENTO (SCENIC CRUISING)
Day 18 CHILEAN FJORDS (SCENIC CRUISING)
Day 19 PUERTO MONTT

DAY 26 SACRED VALLEY – AGUAS CALIENTES
Transfer to the train station and board a vista
dome train to Aguas Calientes and on to Machu
Picchu, one of the Seven Wonders of the World.
There’ll be plenty of time to explore the ruins
and take photos to remember the bucket list trip
experience by, before you head back to Aguas
Calientes in time for lunch. Overnight in Aguas
Calientes.

DAY 21 SAN ANTONIO

DAY 27 CUZCO

Disembark Westerdam and transfer to your
4 hotel in Santiago for an overnight stay.

Travel from Aguas Calientes to Cuzco and enjoy
free leisure time in the afternoon.

DAY 22 SANTIAGO - LIMA

Fly to Lima. Transfer on arrival to your 4 hotel
for a two-night stay.

DAY 23 LIMA

Rio de Janeiro

Enjoy a History of Cuzco tour.

DAY 29 CUZCO

Transfer to airport for return flight to London ,
arriving the same day.

Enjoy a Colonial and Modern City tour.

DAY 24 LIMA - CUzCO

DAY 28 CUZCO

Fly to Cuzco and begin your five-night ‘Discover Cuzco,
The Sacred Valley and Machu Picchu’ tour. Transfer to
your hotel in the Sacred Valley for a two-night stay.

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Date

Interior pp

Oceanview pp

Verandah

7 Nov 2020

£4,699

£4,999

£5,399

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

pp

Verandah Suite pp

£5,699

0800 028 0674
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E XCLUSI V E HOLIDAYS

VINEYARDS
& VINTAGES

For an extra £35pp per day
Saint-Émilion

ENCHANTED PRINCESS | 12 NIGHTS
DEPARTING 20 JUL, 10 & 31 AUG, 21 SEP 2020

£1,799

pp

OTHER DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Raise a glass to a holiday designed especially with wine lovers in mind. Considered by many
to be the world’s finest wine region, Bordeaux welcomes you with a host of famous – and
delicious – appellations on an itinerary studded with châteaux and vineyard visits. Later, after
a first-class train journey through the south of France to Barcelona, you’ll board Enchanted
Princess for a Mediterranean cruise showcasing some of the classics, as well as presenting an
opportunity for another tipple or two in Princess Cruises signature wine bar, Vines.

INCLUDED IN THIS HOLIDAY
RETURN
FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

4-NIGHT
STAY AT A
4 HOTEL IN
BORDEAUX

FIRST CLASS TRAIN FROM
BORDEAUX TO BARCELONA

AFTERNOON
WINE TOUR
TO MÉDOC

GOURMET CITY WALKING
TOUR AND LUNCH

1-NIGHT STAY AT
A 4 HOTEL IN
BARCELONA

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD
CRUISE ON ENCHANTED
PRINCESS

PRIVATE TRANSFERS

(EXC. TO AND FROM TRAIN
STATIONS)

Afternoon Wine Tour
to Médoc

Discover Bordeaux while ambling
through the city centre enjoying
the French “art de vivre”: history,
traditions, architecture, wine and food.
This small-group walking tour calls
at three local producers, a bakery,
chocolate factory and cheese shop,
as well as serving up a delicious lunch
at Bordovino’s Apartment.

Château Margaux

Morning Wine Tour to
Saint-Émilion
Spend an afternoon discovering
the Saint-Émilion region. Pass
by mythical appellations where
most of the famous wines of
Bordeaux are produced. If you
like elegant reds, you will love
the Saint-Émilion wines!

Balcony pp

Deluxe Balcony pp

20 Jul 2020

£1,919
£1,829
£1,799
£2,079

£2,009
£2,029
£2,039
£2,299

£2,129
£2,099
£2,129
£2,429
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Fly from London to Bordeaux.
Transfer on arrival to your 4 hotel for
a four-night stay.
Enjoy an afternoon wine tour to Médoc.

DAY 3 Bordeaux

Prices are based on flights from London Gatwick with EasyJet.

DAY 4 Bordeaux

Enjoy a gourmet city walking tour of
Bordeaux with lunch.

DAY 5 Barcelona

Make your own way to the train station for
your first-class train journey to Barcelona.
On arrival make your way to your 4 hotel
for an overnight stay.

DAY 6 Barcelona

Transfer to the port and embark Enchanted
Princess. Depart Barcelona.

Day 8 Gibraltar
Day 10 Marseille
Day 11 Genoa
Day 12 Livorno (Florence/Pisa)
Arrive in Civitavecchia and disembark
Enchanted Princess. Transfer to the
airport for your return flight to London ,
arriving the same day.

Inside pp

21 Sep 2020

DAY 1 UK

DAY 13 Civitavecchia (Rome)

Date

31 Aug 2020

YOUR ITINERARY

Enjoy a morning wine tour to
Saint-Émilion.

Gourmet City Walking Tour
and lunch

10 Aug 2020

BASED ON 31 AUG 2020 DEPARTURE

DAY 2 Bordeaux
MORNING WINE
TOUR TO
SAINT-ÉMILION

TOUR DETAILS
Get a taste of the region
of Médoc, where some
of the world’s most
prestigious wines are made.
This afternoon tour follows
the ‘chateâu route’, passing
by legendary names such
as Margaux, Saint-Julien,
Pauillac and Saint-Estèphe,
your guide explaining all
you ever wanted to know
about fine Bordeaux wines.

FROM ONLY

Flights from other selected UK airports
may be available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Call our Cruise & Stay
holiday experts today:

0800 028 0674

CRUISE NOW

SCANDINAVIA, RUSSIA & BALTIC

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
NORWEGIAN

EPIC

Cannes

9

Rome

•

•

Copenhagen

•
•
Berlin

Mediterranean Sea

Inside from

696 PP

£

**

1,007 PP

Price based on 31 May 2020 sailing

10

NORWEGIAN

GETAWAY

DAYS

MAY - NOV
2020

• •St. Petersburg
•Tallinn

Florence/Pisa
(Livorno)

•
•

Mediterranean Sea

Naples
Dubrovnik

••Kotor
• •Corfu

•Mykonos
•Santorini

(Warnemünde)

Fly Cruise from Manchester
Inside from

£

Helsinki

Stockholm
(Nynashamn)

• (Civitavecchia)
•Naples

Palma Majorca

ESCAPE

FROM ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA)

Rome
(Civitavecchia)

•

•

MAY – OCT
2020

NORWEGIAN

DAYS

Florence/Pisa
(Livorno)

•

Barcelona

MAY – NOV
2020

Bal
tic S
ea

7

DAYS

GREEK ISLES & ITALY

FROM COPENHAGEN

FROM BARCELONA

**

Inside from

1,053 PP

£

**

Fly Cruise from Heathrow
Inside from

1,354 PP

£

**

Inside from

1,138 PP

£

Price based on 02 October 2020 sailing

**

Fly Cruise from Gatwick
Inside from

1,496 PP

£

**

Price based on 22 October 2020 sailing

ALWAYS COMPLIMENTARY ONBOARD
UNRIVALLED
DINING EXPERIENCES

AWARD-WINNING
ENTERTAINMENT

AQUA PARKS, SPORTS
FACILITIES & MORE

JUNIOR & YOUTH
PROGRAMMES

*Upgrade Offer is available on all sailings and for all categories including IX, OX, BX and MX (Guarantee Categories) but applicable terms vary for certain ships and sailings. Applicable to UK office (NCL LONDON). Not applicable to all other offices. Upgrade charge depends on cruise length.
£99pp for cruises of 7-9 days. Applicable to 1st and 2nd guests sharing a stateroom only (unless otherwise stated). Friends & family offer available on select sailings only. Single occupants of stateroom paying 200% of voyage fare qualify. Offers can be withdrawn or varied at any time prior
to booking confirmation. **Lead prices are based on sailaway inside categories on featured sailings and are correct at the time of printing. Fares are per person shown in £GBP and based on fly-cruise and cruise only, double/twin occupancy including government taxes, port expenses and fees.
Norwegian reserves the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions and to change or update fares, fees and surcharges at any time without prior notice. For full terms and conditions of all promotions please visit ncl.com. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd, UK Office, Mountbatten House, Grosvenor
Square, Southampton, SO15 2JU. ©2020 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas and United States of America. 6725.22.2.20

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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The inspiration of Alaska, only on Cunard.
There’s no better way to experience the magnificence of Alaska than aboard Queen Elizabeth.
Choose from a selection of roundtrip voyages from Vancouver that include a wealth
of ports and unique Cunard experiences:
Only Cunard visits Glacier Bay and Hubbard Glacier on 10 to 12 night Vancouver roundtrip voyages
u

Only Cunard has a Cultural Heritage Guide on every voyage
u

Only Cunard offers the spectacular Ice White Ball – specially created for our Alaska season
u

Only on Cunard can you indulge in Mareel Wellness and Beauty,
our new holistic spa concept.
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College
Fjord Hubbard
Anchorage
Glacier

Skagway
Tracy Arm Fjord
Juneau
Sitka
Ketchikan
Prince Rupert
Icy Strait
Point

Seward
Kodiak

Glacier
Bay

Vancouver & Independence Day Celebration
1 Jul 2020

9 nights

Inside Passage
Q020

Vancouver
Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Vancouver, San Francisco
(overnight in port),
Victoria
Astoria, Victoria, Vancouver
Astoria
Onboard spend

Stateroom

Cunard Fares from

Inside

£1,681 pp

$50 pp

Balcony (obs*)

£1,779 pp

San
Francisco
$100
pp

Vancouver to Vancouver

Alaska & Glacier Bay
28 Aug 2020

12 nights

Q026N

Fly from/toReceive
London‡,aovernight
in Vancouver,stateroom
Inside Passage
(cruise-by), Juneau,
complimentary
upgrade
Sitka, Hubbard Glacier (cruise-by), Icy Strait Point, Glacier Bay (cruise-by),
plus additional money to spend on board
Ketchikan, Victoria, Vancouver

when you book by 31 July 2019.

Stateroom

Cunard Fares from

Inside

12 nights

u

pp
1 - 13£2,171
June 2020

u

Onboard spend

Q017 $100 pp

✈ Vancouver,
Inside Passage
> Juneau,
USApp>
Balcony
(obs*) Canada > Cruising in
£2,563
pp
$150
LE

Skagway, USA > Sitka, USA > Cruise by Glacier Bay > Cruise by Hubbard Glacier >
Prince Rupert, Canada M > Sea day> Victoria, Canada LE > Vancouver, Canada ✈
A

Alaska

Stateroom

Your additional money
to spend on board

Cunard Fares from

the Princess21
GrillJun
fare from
£5,329 Q119
2021
12Paynights

Queens Grill
Princess Grill

Pay the Club Balcony fare from £4,079

$400
$290

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Vancouver, Inside Passage (cruise-by), Ketchikan,
BalconyHubbard
Pay
the Oceanview
fareGlacier
from £2,979
$170 Sitka,
Juneau,
Glacier
(cruise-by),
Bay (cruise by), Skagway,
Victoria,
Vancouver
Oceanview
Pay the Inside
fare from
£2,579
$140
Stateroom

Cunard Fares from

19 nights

Inside

u

21 Jun -£2,469
10 Julpp 2020

u

Onboard spend

Q019B
$100 pp

✈ Vancouver, Canada > Cruising in Inside Passage >

Balcony
(obs*)
£2,861USA
pp
$150 pp
Ketchikan,
USA > Icy Strait Point > Juneau,
> Cruise by Glacier
Bay >
Cruise by Hubbard Glacier > Sitka, USA > Sea day > Victoria, Canada LE >
Vancouver, Canada > Sea day > San Francisco, USA O > Sea Day >
Astoria, USA M > Victoria, Canada LE > Vancouver, Canada ✈

Alaska

Stateroom

12 Aug 2021
12Cunard
nights
Fares from

Q124
Your additional money
to spend on board

Fly from/to London‡, overnight in Vancouver, Glacier Bay (cruise-by), Sitka,
Queens
GrillHubbard
Pay theGlacier
Princess(cruise-by),
Grill fare from
$630
Juneau,
Icy£9,129
Strait Point, Ketchikan,
Princess Grill Pay the ClubVictoria,
Balcony fare
from £5,629
$450
Vancouver
Balcony
Stateroom

Pay the Oceanview fare
from £4,679
Cunard
Fares from

Oceanview

Pay the Inside fare from £3,959

Inside

$270 spend
Onboard
$210

$100 pp

£2,719 pp

Balcony (obs*)
£3,062 pp
$150 pp
Flights and transfers are included in the Cunard Fare.
On board
money
amounts
include
theapply.
‡Flights
may bespending
available from
other
airports -shown
supplements
may
*The term (obs*)
whenFare
relating
to fare
means
your stateroom
Cunard
benefit
ofgrades
on board
spending
money. will have an
obstructed/sheltered view.
A

= Anchor

LE

= Late Evening Departure

M

= Maiden Call

O

= Overnight Stay

Cunard Fares shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest available grade of stateroom within the applicable stateroom type and are subject
to availability. Fares for sole occupancy and supplementary fares are available on request. Fares and other information are correct at the time of going to print.
Terms and conditions. Book between 1st May - 31st July 2019 to receive additional money to spend on board, applicable to new Cunard Fare bookings on selected 2020 voyages of 7 nights or more.
Complimentary Cunard Fare benefits apply to new bookings only and are not combinable with Early Saver Fares or Saver Fares. The choice of benefits varies by
Stateroom upgrades applicable on new Cunard Fare bookings made between 1st May 2019 - 31st Dec 2019 on selected voyages, subject to availability. For more details, terms and conditions,
voyage
Complimentary
please
speak totype.
Bolsover
Cruise Club. money to spend on board shown is per person and applies to the first two guests sharing a stateroom. This can be spent on shore
excursions booked on board, drinks, spa services and in the shops. Money to spend on board is non-refundable and non-transferable.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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The inspiration of Alaska, only on Cunard.
There’s no better way to experience the magnificence of Alaska than aboard Queen Elizabeth.
Choose from a selection of roundtrip voyages from Vancouver that include a wealth
of ports and unique Cunard experiences:
Only Cunard visits Glacier Bay and Hubbard Glacier on 10 to 12 night Vancouver roundtrip voyages
u

Only Cunard has a Cultural Heritage Guide on every voyage
u

Only Cunard offers the spectacular Ice White Ball – specially created for our Alaska season
u

Only on Cunard can you indulge in Mareel Wellness and Beauty,
our new holistic spa concept.

Norway & Northern
Lights

Eastbound
Transatlantic Crossing

Atlantic Coast
Adventure

Queen Victoria (V028)
12 nights 9 Oct 2020

Queen Mary 2 (M040)
7 nights 8 Dec 2020

Queen Victoria (V034)
10 nights 13 Dec 2020

Southampton, Alesund, Tromso,
Narvik (overnight in port), Stavanger,
Southampton

Stateroom

Cunard
Fares from

Onboard
spend

Inside

£1,273 pp

Fly from/to London‡, New York,
Southampton

Stateroom

Cunard
Fares from

Onboard
spend

$150 pp

Inside

£1,126 pp

Oceanview (obs*) £1,469 pp

$200 pp

Oceanview

£1,861 pp

$300 pp

Balcony (obs*)

Balcony (obs*)
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Southampton, La Coruna, Cadiz (Seville),
Malaga (Granada), Gibraltar, Lisbon,
Southampton

Stateroom

Cunard
Fares from

Onboard
spend

$100 pp

Inside

£1,197 pp

$150 pp

£1,322 pp

$150 pp

Oceanview (obs*) £1,322 pp

$200 pp

£1,371 pp

$200 pp

Balcony (obs*)

£1,528 pp

$300 pp

College
Fjord Hubbard
Anchorage
Glacier

Skagway
Tracy Arm Fjord
Juneau
Sitka
Ketchikan
Prince Rupert
Icy Strait
Point

Seward

Glacier
Bay

THE CUNARD
Kodiak

SALE

Inside Passage
Vancouver
Victoria
Astoria

San Francisco

Vancouver to Vancouver

Receive a complimentary stateroom upgrade
plus additional money to spend on board
when you book by 31 July 2019.

EXPLORE MORE OF THE WORLD FOR LESS
12 nights 1 - 13 June 2020 Q017
WITH THE CUNARD
✈ Vancouver,SALE.
Canada > Cruising in Inside Passage > Juneau, USA
u

u

>
Skagway, USA > Sitka, USA > Cruise by Glacier Bay > Cruise by Hubbard Glacier >
Prince Rupert,
Canada M > Sea day> Victoria, Canada LE > Vancouver, Canada ✈
MARCH
2020
LE

A

BOOK BY 31

Cunard Fares from

Queens Grill

Pay the Princess Grill fare from £5,329

$400

Princess Grill

Pay the Club Balcony fare from £4,079

$290

Pay the Oceanview fare from £2,979

$170

Balcony

Grand Caribbean
Celebration

Southampton to
Westbound $140
Cape Town 19 nights u 21 Jun
Transatlantic
u Q019B
- 10 Jul 2020 Crossing
Fortin Inside
Lauderdale
✈ Vancouver, Canadato
> Cruising
Passage >
Oceanview

Pay the Inside fare from £2,579

Juneau, USA > Cruise by Glacier Bay >
Queen Mary 2Ketchikan,
(M103)USA > Icy Strait Point >Queen
Victoria (V104)
Cruise by Hubbard Glacier > Sitka, USA > Sea day > Victoria, Canada >
> Sea
Day >
> San
Francisco,10
USA
2021 Canada > Sea day12
Jan
2021
nights
15 nights 10 JanVancouver,

Queen Mary 2 (M041B)
26 nights 15 Dec 2020

LE

O

Astoria, USA M > Victoria, Canada LE > Vancouver, Canada ✈

Southampton, New York, St. Thomas,
St. Kitts, Barbados, St. Lucia, St. Maarten,
New York, Southampton

Southampton, Tenerife,
Southampton, Bermuda, Port Canaveral,
Your additional
money
‡
Stateroom
Cape Town (overnight
in port), Cunard Fares fromFort Lauderdale, fly to London
to spend on board
‡
fly to London
Queens Grill

Princess Grill

Cunard
Fares from

Onboard
spend

Inside

£3,588 pp

$350 pp

Oceanview to
Balcony (obs*)
upgrade

£4,170 pp

$550 pp

Stateroom

Your additional money
to spend on board

Stateroom

Stateroom

Cunard
Balcony
Fares from

Oceanview

Pay the Princess Grill fare from £9,129

$630

Pay the Club Balcony fare from £5,629

$450

Onboard
Pay the Oceanview
fare from £4,679Cunard
Stateroom
spend
Fares from

Onboard
$270

£1,249 pp

$150 pp

Pay the Inside fare from £3,959

spend

$210

Inside

£1,978 pp

Oceanview

$200 pp
$200 pp
£2,389 pp
Oceanview (obs*) £1,376 pp
Flights and transfers are included in the Cunard Fare.
£2,399 pp
$300 pp
£1,641 pp
$300 pp
Balcony

Balcony (obs*)

$150 pp

Inside

On board spending money amounts shown include the

Cunard
Fare benefit of on board spending money.
*The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will have an obstructed/sheltered
view.
‡Alternative airports may be available for a supplement

A

= Anchor

LE

= Late Evening Departure

M

= Maiden Call

O

= Overnight Stay

Book a Cunard Fare voyage between 3rd and 31st March to take advantage of our reduced fares. “Was” prices are based on the lowest Cunard Fare price
available between 4th February 2020 and 3rd March 2020. These prices included additional on board spending money in addition to the standard Cunard
Terms and conditions. Book between 1st May - 31st July 2019 to receive additional money to spend on board, applicable to new Cunard Fare bookings on selected 2020 voyages of 7 nights or more.
Fare benefits. “Now” prices include standard Cunard Fare benefits which are available to choose at the time of booking, and a fare reduction has been applied
Stateroom upgrades applicable on new Cunard Fare bookings made between 1st May 2019 - 31st Dec 2019 on selected voyages, subject to availability. For more details, terms and conditions,
to take into account the previous additional on board spending money benefit that was available. Applicable on selected voyages for bookings made between
please speak to Bolsover Cruise Club.
3rd March 2020 and 31st March 2020, subject to availability.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

GOINGDUTCH
Mini-cruise anyone? Yes please! Back in December, Nathalie
and Samantha from our marketing team had the opportunity to
spend a couple of days aboard Cruise & Maritime’s Columbus.
Here are Nathalie’s thoughts...

Antwerp town hall with Brabo fountain
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W

e are by no means cruise snobs
the smaller side. As a result, Columbus
but having both worked for
definitely ticks the classic cruising
box. However, as we got ourselves
Bolsover Cruise Club for over 10 years,
acquainted with our new home, we
we have been very spoilt in seeing
noticed just how spacious the ship
ships of all shapes and sizes, from
was, especially given the time of year.
the ultra-luxury to the world’s largest.
The December weather left a lot to
Which is why we didn’t know what to
be desired but despite most guests
expect from Columbus, a classic small
choosing to remain
ship that is a stalwart of
indoors, no area of the
the Cruise & Maritime
ship ever seemed to
Voyages fleet. Spoiler: the
feel crowded.
food, the crew and the
atmosphere surpassed
Given that our time on
Today we were
every expectation. But let’s
board was to be short
leaving
from
rewind for a second...
we had to make the
London Tilbury
most of every minute,
Cruise & Maritime
and it was a
starting with the spa,
Voyages, or CMV,
breeze.
where we were thrilled
specialise in no-fly cruising
to find out that the
and depart from a choice
facilities were accessible
of 14 regional UK ports.
at no extra cost.
Today we were leaving
Feeling relaxed and
from London Tilbury and it
refreshed, we got ready for an evening
was a breeze, the check-in process swift
that included a singalong with The Rat
enough to see us onboard within 15
Pack Reborn and a seven-course foodie
minutes of arriving at the terminal.
feast. The food on board Columbus
In an age where cruise ships are
is phenomenal. I don’t think any of us
getting bigger and bigger, CMV remain
had ever eaten all seven courses on a
committed to keeping things a little on
menu before, but each one sounded so
The Cathedral of
Our Lady in Antwerp

CMV’s Columbus

St. Charles Borromeo church

Antwerpen Centraal Station

amazing that it would have been rude
not to try them all. Later that evening we
headed up to the nightclub, which was
in full swing with what appeared to be a
few Christmas parties on board. It was
the liveliest cruise ship nightclub I have
ever experienced.
After a smooth sailing we arrived
in Antwerp. We had pre-booked
our day’s activity, but not wanting
to miss a beat, we went for a quick
walk around the town beforehand.
The architecture is stunning and
the streets were so quiet that we
wondered what was going on; there
was no sign of a morning rush or
frantic commute in sight. Later that
morning we met our tour guide
and headed off on a beer trail. Let
me just say that this is not your
typical ‘pub crawl’. Whether you
are a beer fanatic or not, this tour
is impeccable. Our guide promised
to show us the real Antwerp and
that she did, from the statues of
‘Our Lady’ to the shells that guided
the pilgrims heading to Santiago de
Compostela. The saying goes that,
while in Antwerp, you must not only
look up but look down too.
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Arriving at Grote Markt you see why
the town square has the reputation of
being the most beautiful in Europe. And
although the City Hall is being renovated,
the magnificent 16th-century building is
covered in a fabric replica depicting the
very reason we must go back to see what
lies beneath. Pausing beside the stunning
Brabo Fountain, our guide
shared with us the story
behind the city’s name.
Apparently, folklore has it
that little Brabo defeated
We ended our
giant Druon Antigoon and
time in Antwerp
ended his rein of extortion
with a ride on
over the city by throwing
the Ferris wheel
his hand – as well as his
just outside the
head – into the river. And
cruise terminal.
so the city become known
as Antwerp – or Antwerpen
in Dutch – meaning hand
throwing. After the gory
history lesson, we ended
our time in Antwerp with a ride on the
Ferris wheel just outside the cruise
terminal, taking in the most magnificent
views of the city.
Back on board, the atrium was bustling
with chatter of the day’s events. In
Colombus’ bars and lounge areas,
everybody looked so happy to be
socialising and really getting into the
holiday spirit.

The Waterfront restaurant
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Columbus Atrium

NEXT STOP: AMSTERDAM.
Amsterdam was a cruise first for us
both. We all know the stereotypes, but
we were keen to see what else this
cultural capital had to offer and what
better way to do so than on foot? Yes,
you’re right, in hindsight by
bike may have been better.
Anyway, where was I?
Once off the ship, we
headed for the city centre,
noticing along the way the
contrasts and quirkiness of
the buildings. We decided
that somebody had
definitely had a puff or two
when building a few of the
houses we passed, as they
appeared to lean off to
quite the tilt.

Once off the ship,
we headed for the
city centre, noticing
along the way
the contrasts and
quirkiness of the
buildings.

Navigating the streets, we soon found
ourselves in Jordaan. This area has
something for everyone. For the history
buff there is Anne Frank House or the
Woonbootmuseum, where you can
indulge those long-held fantasies to
sell-up and relocate to a houseboat
Amsterdam coffee shop

on the canal; for the people watchers,
there are cafes and patios lining the
canals urging you to sip a cappuccino
whilst snaffling a crepe; and for the
shopaholics there are boutique stores
galore. Steeped in
history yet trendy, this
part of town is not to
be missed.
One top tip for your
time in Amsterdam is to
stay out of the way of
the bikes. I was sure I
was going to be hearing
bells in my sleep that
evening, but they do
have right of way…

Back on board and
ready for the evening events we decided
to catch a show before heading for our
reservation at ‘The Grill’. My advice… get
this restaurant booked as soon as you
get on board as this is not to be missed!
The service was impeccable, and the
steak was not only the largest but the
tastiest I have had in a very long time.

Ship Stats:
Who’s it for?
Adults, couples, singles

How many guests?
775 Cabins
1400 passengers
11 decks

Nathalie (second from right)
at Amsterdam’s Ice Bar

Alas all good things must come to an
end. Our time on board Columbus
although brief was a dream, exceeding
all of our expectations, and gave us
an insight of what CMV has to offer
and what keeps their loyal followers
coming back time after time. Smaller
ships, attentive staff, camaraderie and
the food!
Amsterdam bikes

TAKE ME THERE >
AMSTERDAM &
ANTWERP BANK
HOLIDAY

Amsterdam at night

No
Fly

Columbus (C019) | 28 Aug 2020 | 3 Nights
London Tilbury, Amsterdam, Antwerp,
London Tilbury

Cruise Club fares from pp

Dutch houses

£254
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Britain’s leading independent cruise line presents

Cruise Glorious Baltic Cities
14 nights from £1109pp

BUY ONE
GET ONE
FREE

Rich in
infascinating
fascinatinghistory,
history,artartand
and
architectural
treasures,
Baltic
Rich
architectural
treasures,
the the
Baltic
SeaSea
undoubtedlyone
oneofofthe
the
most
exciting
cruisedestinations
destinationsinin
the
world.
isis undoubtedly
most
exciting
cruising
the
world.
Journey
once
the
Journey to
to St.
St. Petersburg,
Petersburg,which
whichstill
stillsparkles
sparklesasasbrightly
brightlyasasever,
ever,
once
jewel
in theinTsar’s
crown.
the jewel
the Tsar’s
crown.
Baltic Treasures & St. Petersburg

Contrast Russia’s
Russia’s glorious
gloriousimperial
imperialcity
citywith
withelegant,
elegant,
sophisticated
Contrast
sophisticated
Scandinavian capitals
capitalsand
andatmospheric
atmosphericmedieval
medieval
cities
Hanseatic
Scandinavian
cities
of of
thethe
Hanseatic
League, and
and aa Baltic
Baltic cruise
cruisepromises
promisestotobe
beone
oneyou
youwill
will
always
always remember.
remember.

Baltic Treasures & St. Petersburg

from £1139pp

Saturday 8th May 2021
14 nights aboard Marco Polo

Guest 1

Guest 2

from £1189pp

Sunday 9th May 2021
14 nights aboard Magellan

Hull - Transit Kiel Canal - Warnemünde for Berlin
(Germany) - Tallinn (Estonia) - St. Petersburg
(overnight, Russia) - Helsinki (Finland) - Nynashamn for
Stockholm (Sweden) - Copenhagen (Denmark) - Hull

First Person

Second Person

Per Person

Voyager Inner^ from

£ 2269

FREE

£1139

Voyager Outer^ from

£ 3139

FREE

£1569

Baltic Cities & St. Petersburg

Thursday 16th September 2021
14 nights aboard Columbus

Newcastle - Dundee - Copenhagen (Denmark)
- Warnemünde for tours to Berlin (Germany)
- Tallinn (Estonia) - St. Petersburg overnight (Russia)
- Helsinki (Finland) - Stockholm (Sweden)
- Aalborg (Denmark) - Newcastle
Guest 1

Guest 2

from £1109pp

First Person

Second Person

Per Person

Voyager Inner^ from

£ 2369

FREE

£ 1189

Voyager Outer^ from

£ 3279

FREE

£ 1639

London Tilbury - Amsterdam (Netherlands)
- Copenhagen (Denmark) - Warnemünde for
Berlin(Germany) - Tallinn (Estonia) - St. Petersburg
overnight (Russia) - Helsinki (Finland) - Stockholm
(Sweden) - Aarhus (Denmark) - London Tilbury
Guest 1

Guest 2

First Person

Second Person

Per Person

Voyager Inner^ from

£ 2219

FREE

£1109

Voyager Outer^ from

£ 2819

FREE

£1409

Offers subject to availability and may be withdrawn without notice. Terms and conditions apply visit www.cruiseandmaritime.com. Book by 31st May 2020. ^Voyager cabins allocated at ticketing stage. Prices are per
person based on two adults sharing a twin cabin. Excludes gratuities at £7pp per night. Fares are rounded to nearest £5 or £9.  Land by Launch or Tender. Operated by South Quay Travel & Leisure trading as Cruise &
Maritime Voyages. ABTA V9945. P113/G112/C121
5588
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VANCOUVER
AND ALASKA
With

SHIP: Koningsdam DURATION: 9 Nights
DATES: 31 July & 18 September 2020
Discover the best of Alaska
on Holland America Line’s
Koningsdam. After a night in
Vancouver, join this elegant five
star ship and enjoy the best
in live music, regional cuisine,
attentive service and travel
expertise, as you discover Gold
Rush towns, soaring glaciers and
incredible wildlife.
RETURN FLIGHTS FROM
LONDON

ITINERARY (DAY-BY-DAY)
Day 1 UK: Fly from London to Vancouver.
Transfer on arrival to your 5 hotel for a
one-night stay.
Day 2 VANCOUVER: Transfer to the
port and embark Koningsdam. Depart
Vancouver.
Day 3 Inside Passage (scenic cruising)
Day 4 Tracy Arm Inlet & Juneau
Day 5 Skagway
Day 6 Glacier Bay
Day 7 Ketchikan
Day 8 Inside Passage (scenic cruising)

1-NIGHT STAY AT A 5 HOTEL
IN VANCOUVER

Day 9 VANCOUVER: Disembark Koningsdam
and transfer to the airport for your return
overnight flight to London .

7-NIGHT FULL-BOARD CRUISE
ON KONINGSDAM

Day 10 UK: Arrive in the UK.

PRIVATE TRANSFERS

Flights from other selected UK airports may be
available for a surcharge.
Intermittent cruise days are at sea.

Fares from pp
(Including flights)

Inside

Oceanview
to Veranda
upgrade

31 July 2020

18 September 2020

£2,199
£2,549
£2,549

£1,699
£2,049
£2,049

Prices are based on flights from London Heathrow with Air Canada.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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LATEST OFFERS
FEATURE

S U M M E R

SCORCHERS
FROM SOUTHAMPTON

Mallorca

No
Fly

No
Fly

No
Fly

Mediterranean

Mediterranean

French River Cruising

18 Jul 2020 | 14 Nights

2 Aug 2020 | 13 Nights

27 Aug 2020 | 5 Nights

Britannia (B017)

Crown Princess (3024)

Boudicca (D2022)

Southampton, Cadiz (Seville), Malaga (Granada),
Ajaccio (Corsica), Cannes, Barcelona, Mallorca, Gibraltar,
Southampton

Southampton, Barcelona, Marseille (Provence),
Livorno (Florence/Pisa), Civitavecchia (Rome),
Alghero (Sardinia), Ceuta, Southampton

Dover, cruising River Seine, Rouen (overnight in port),
cruising River Seine, St. Malo, Honfleur, Dover

Cruise Club fares from PP
Inside:

1,175
£ 1,371
£ 1,470
£

Balcony
(obs):
Balcony:

Cruise Club fares from PP
Interior:
Oceanview:
(obs):
Balcony:

1,263
£ 1,360
£ 1,651
£

Cruise Club fares from PP
Interior:

Ocean View:

Balcony:

681
£ 828
£ 1,218
£

The process of producing/distribution takes several days and could therefore limit the availability of prices and accommodation as advertised, or they could not be available at
all. Please see our website www.bolsovercruiseclub.com for the most up to date offers and availability. These offers apply to new bookings only and may be withdrawn without
notice and are subject to the booking conditions of the cruise operator. A copy of Bolsover Cruise Club’s Terms of Business is available on request or by visiting our website.
This mailing contains an outline description of the cruises featured, which are solely organised by the cruise operator. It should be read in conjunction with the cruise operator’s
current brochure which contains full information about the cruise itineraries, accommodation details, booking conditions that apply, passport and health requirements, what’s
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Spanish tapas

Geiranger

No
Fly

River Seine

No
Fly

No
Fly

The Fjords

Norwegian Fjords Cruise

France & Spain

28 Aug 2020 | 7 Nights

28 Aug 2020 | 8 Nights

30 Aug 2020 | 7 Nights

Queen Mary 2 (M027)

Celebrity Silhouette

Anthem Of The Seas

Southampton, Stavanger, Flaam, Alesund, Bergen,
Southampton

Southampton, Bergen, Alesund, Geiranger, Flam,
Stavanger, Southampton

Southampton, Bilbao, La Coruna, Vigo, Le Havre (Paris),
Southampton

Cruise Club fares from PP
Inside:
Oceanview
(obs):
Balcony
(obs):

832
FREE
£ 1,175
UPGRADE
£ 1,175
£

Cruise Club fares from PP
Interior:

843

Balcony:

Interior:

£

FREE

Ocean View:

UPGRADE

£

Cruise Club fares from PP

1,090

Ocean View:

Balcony:

997
£ 1,101
£ 1,280
£

included in the fare and other general information. Prices shown are per person, based on twin occupancy and already include current fuel surcharges at the time of going to
print. Cabins may be allocated on a guarantee basis meaning you are able to choose the grade of cabin; the specific cabin number will be allocated by the cruise operator at
any time up to departure. A lower priority may be given to the allocation of dining time and table size. The term (obs*) when relating to fare grades means your stateroom will
have an obstructed/sheltered view. Exclusive Cruise Club Members Cashback offer is applicable to all cruises featured (fares shown are inclusive of this offer). Further terms
and conditions apply, call for details. Travel insurance and visas are at an additional cost. E&OE.
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SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR®
luxury perfected… has arrived
LAUNCHED FEBRUARY 2020

The stage is set. The elegant bars and lounges are perfectly
and patiently waiting for your arrival, the bartender is on-hand ready to take your
order as Seven Seas Splendor™ leaves port. Your well-appointed suite is poised, and the
luxury linens are turned-down, inviting you to a peaceful night’s sleep.
Come and experience perfection and grace on board the newest addition
to Regent Seven Seas Cruises® luxury fleet.

ST. PETER PORT
(GUERNSEY)

VENICE

•

ROME
(CIVITAVECCHIA)

ZADAR

•

•

•

•KOTOR

LONDON
(SOUTHAMPTON)

•

•PARIS (LE HAVRE)
•SAINT-MALO

•LORIENT

•
SORRENTO/CAPRI

•BORDEAUX

TAORMINA (SICILY)•
VALLETTA•

•

GIJON

•BILBAO

FREE PARKING AT SOUTHAMPTON PORT

ROME TO VENICE

7

NIGHTS

6 JULY
2020

ROUNDTRIP SOUTHAMPTON

UP TO

37 FREE

SHORE EXCURSIONS

10

NIGHTS

10 MAY
2021

UP TO

58 FREE

SHORE EXCURSIONS

SUPERIOR SUITE from .................................... £5,719pp

SUPERIOR SUITE from ................................... £7,709pp

CONCIERGE SUITE from .............................. £6,349pp

CONCIERGE SUITE from ................................£8,219pp

PENTHOUSE SUITE from ..............................£8,369pp

PENTHOUSE SUITE from ........................... £10,489pp

EVERY LUXURY INCLUDED
FREE FLIGHTS & TRANSFERS | FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS | FREE PREMIUM DRINKS
FREE UNLIMITED WI-FI | FREE PRE-PAID GRATUITIES | FREE SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS
FREE 1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL PACKAGE IN CONCIERGE SUITES & HIGHER
PENTHOUSE SUITE AND HIGHER AMENITIES
FREE BUSINESS CLASS FLIGHTS ON EUROPEAN SAILINGS IN PENTHOUSE SUITES
& HIGHER* | FREE PERSONAL BUTLER | FREE DAILY CANAPÉS
AND MUCH MORE…

*Terms & Conditions apply, for a limited time only, see RSSC.com. AD200211_IntoTheBlue
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EVERY

LUXURY
INCLUDED
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PARIS
36 HOURS IN

Some call it the City of Light, others the City of Love.
We call Paris the city that needs no introduction.
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L’Arc de Triomphe

DON’T MISS...

P

aris is the Arc de Triomphe and its
and made their way – via Edith Piaf and
roundabout lanes, laced with classic
Coco Chanel – to the most stylish city
Porsches and utilitarian Citroen 2CVs.
dwellers today. Once you’ve found your
It’s juvenile excitement as a sparkle
own at Galeries Lafayette, look up at
overwhelms the Eiffel Tower on the
the stained-glass cupola befitting of any
hour, every hour. Paris is red helium
Italian landmark. Alternatively, source
hearts at the Trocadero, poised for the
your accessory du jour at Printemps
pop of a question, and
Haussman and look
it is admiration at the
down from Perruche,
audacity of building a
the rooftop café with the
luminous pyramid in
best city views you’ll find
Paris is the locals.
the courtyard of a royal
anywhere for free.
Gents with cotton
palace on the Right
napkins tucked into
There are things you
Bank. Once tasked with
shirt collars, coats
have to do when in Paris.
protecting the city, the
kept on.
You have to test the
one-time fortress better
limits of your appetite
known as the Louvre
and your waistband with
now guards the world’s
buttery carbs, and you
masterpieces under the
have to scour the shelves
watchful glare of the
of Shakespeare & Co for
Mona Lisa.
the book that’ll become a souvenir once
Paris is the locals. Gents with cotton
stamped at the till, as they have done
napkins tucked into shirt collars, coats
for 70 years. Paying your respects by
kept on. You notice them the most at
the regal resting places of Chopin, Jim
dinner, eating alone with a look that says Morrison and Oscar Wilde is a must.
‘I’m here for the food, not the company’,
And whether you climb the 300 steps
their cold soup complaints shrugged off
to the basilica of the Sacré Cœur or not,
by a laissez-faire chef uninterested in
you have to spend some time window
much beyond the countdown to an
shopping the works of the artists who
end-of-shift cigarette. It’s the grand
stand their easels in the Place de Tertre
dames, ladies diminutive and delicate,
below. If it’s good enough for Picasso,
yet with a fire in their eyes and speed
Renoir, Monet et al…
in their walk that tells you they take
Paris is still the city that art built and
no prisoners. Their dogs are small,
museum visits are par for the course.
handbags boxy, jackets vintage Chanel
Of course you’ll do the classics, the
and apartments stacked to the rafters
Louvre, Musée d’Orsay and Grand
with heirlooms and attitude. And of
Palais, but set aside time too for the
course, Paris is the beret. Not polyester,
nouveaux. 59 Rivoli sits somewhere
as on the swivelling stands of souvenir
shops, but black wool like those which
between McDonalds and H&M on Rue
started out on the heads of peasants
de Rivoli now, but its story stretches
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Citroen 2CV

Eiffel Tower

Galeries Lafayette

Louvre Museum

back well before either came around.
59 Rivoli
An illegal artist squat since the 1800s, it
remained that way until 2001, by which
time it had become the third most
visited contemporary art centre in Paris.
Recognising its appeal, and realising
that it wasn’t going anywhere, the city
eventually renovated
the space and reopened
it to the public in 2006.
Now its warren-like
Paris is still the city
rooms are a work of
that art built and
art in themselves, each
museum visits are
one the studio and
par for the course.
showcase of a different
artist. With a smell of
acrylics and creativity in
the air, and an eccentric
artist around every
corner, it is bourgeois
bohemia at its finest.

Musée d’Orsay

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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Croissants

TUCK IN…

L

e petit dejeuner done right is a silver
of the best food in the city. With a
platter of croissants, curves of flaking
recent influx of creative professionals
pastry, layered with butter and love
came restaurants to suit their more
like only a French baker knows how. It’s
adventurous appetites and you can
slithers of baguette, suitably crunchy to
eat the world along this riverbank. But
present enough of a challenge that you
this is Paris and sampling the spoils
feel you have earned the doughy inside,
of such a culinary wonderland means
smothered with salty
an unwavering resolve
butter and strawberry
to tick off as many of
jam. And it is always
the greats - the crêpes,
washed down with thick
cheeses, duck, pastry,
With a recent influx of
black coffee and fresh
pommes frites and boeuf
creative professionals
orange juice. This is the
bourguignon - as you
came restaurants
Parisian staple diet that
can. Shoehorned onto
to suit their more
feeds the nonchalant
the corner of Rue de
adventurous appetites
attitudes and effortlessly
Lancry, Lulu La Nantaise
and you can eat the
lithe bodies we envy –
is the kind of place that
world along this
those genes were made
leaves you dreaming of
riverbank.
for opulence and excess
a simpler life where the
- but attempt to recreate
name above the door
it at your peril. Leave it
is yours, along with the
to Café Dupleix, where the white-shirted
profits from a ‘quatre fromages’ crêpe
waiters are friendly and €8 will get you
laden with paper-thin duck breast and
all of the above, with a smile.
poached pears. But then the coffee is
finished, the bill is paid, your coat is
Once upon a time, Canal St Martin
on and you’re back outside to the cold
brought clean drinking water to
reality that the idea has all the longevity
Napoleon’s Paris. Now it serves some
of a holiday romance. Regardless, the
food is incredible, the dining room
charming and the prices reasonable by
any standards, let alone for Paris.

Boeuf bourguignon
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An ideal evening in Paris is spent at
Septime. Sadly, the alchemistic
Michelin-starred restaurant remains
one of the hottest tickets in town and
snaring a table before the destination
foodies who flock there remains nigh
on impossible, even eight years after
it first opened its doors. But there are
other options. The gloriously traditional
Allard prepares classic French dishes

heavy on flavour yet lacking unnecessary
pomp and splendour. Bouillon Chartier
is similarly simple in its ethos towards
food, with terrines, escargots and steak
frites on a menu of options that rarely
breach the €12 mark. Since opening in
1896, the restaurant in a former railway
station has only had four owners and
the sense of tradition still lingers heavy.

Crêpe at Lulu La Nantaise

Steak frites

Le Perchoir

DRINK UP...

French 75 Cocktail

W

hile Paris has its fair share of
revolving line-up include Banksy and
rooftop bars (the popular Le
Swoon, while a pop-up cocktail bar
Perchoir at Ménilmontant is top of the
promises masterpiece-worthy views
from its rooftop.
list if that’s what you’re after) this city
is all about the péniche. For the most
Finally, there is Angelina,
part, these floating
the sweetest place in Paris.
venues on the Seine
On a cold day in the city,
look like ordinary
a cup of gluttonous chaud
houseboats, but their
Finally, there is
chocolat from the world’s
deceivingly spacious
Angelina, the
most famous tea salon
interiors accommodate
sweetest place
warms from the inside out.
everything from
in Paris.
theatres and cinemas
to libraries, restaurants,
bars and even uber
eco-conscious food
markets. Choosing
between them depends
what you want. For
drinks, Rose Bonheur sur Seine is chic
but laidback, bobbing alongside the
famous Pont Alexandre III. For drinks
with a little extra va-va-voom, Fluctuart,
is managing to distract attention from
the nearby Muséee d’Orsay and the
Louvre as the world’s first floating art
Angeline
gallery. Past exhibitions in a constantly

TAKE ME THERE >
SPAIN & FRANCE

No
Fly

Anthem of the Seas
11 Jul 2020 | 8 Nights
Southampton, Gijon, Bilbao, La Coruna,
Le Havre (Paris, overnight in port),
Southampton

Cruise Club fares from pp

Péniche boats on the Seine

£813
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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THIS IS WHY WE

Holland America Line is for the foodie, the explorer
and the music lover. Three crew members bringing
the cruise line’s cornerstones to life tell
Into The Blue ‘why we sail’ and what they
do on the daily.

JONATHAN BEAUMONT
CRUISE & TRAVEL DIRECTOR ON
OOSTERDAM

How did you
come to work
onboard Holland
America Line?
My background
is in broadcast
journalism and I
had a 20-year career
in television production. While I was
working as a producer/reporter at
Travel Channel, I was asked to cover a
story about the launch of the world’s
largest cruise ship. I went on to do
lots of cruise ship stories for the
channel and for a few years was at
every major launch and event. It was
great fun and I loved learning about
the world of cruising. After leaving
Travel Channel I continued to work
in a freelance capacity, writing and
broadcasting about travel and cruising,
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and producing video content for cruise
lines. In January 2019 I received an
email from Holland America Line’s
head office in Seattle, asking if I would
be interested in chatting about a new
position they were creating onboard
their ships. Three months later I was on
a plane to the US and did my first two
months cruising in Alaska.

Can you tell us what a typical
day at work looks like for you?
No two days are the same and that’s
what I love about this job. I work closely
with the production manager and we
discuss events happening in the daily
programme. I write announcements to
give guests information on what’s going
on. I host coffee chats for guests with
officers and crew; I’ve always enjoyed
interviews, so I love doing these and
they’re a great way for guests to get to
know people from behind the scenes
and find out more about the work they
do. I may then head to the Mainstage
and give a talk on our next port of call,
before heading up to the bridge to do

the midday announcement with the
Captain. We always have a laugh and
the guests really enjoy the lighthearted
banter that normally involves him
pulling my leg! Sometimes I host lunches
with the Captain and Hotel Director,
while other times I’ll grab lunch in the
officer’s mess. After lunch I’ll catch up
on email and work on another port
talk. I have a break around 3pm for a
couple of hours. In the evening, I host
the Mainstage entertainment and chat
to guests in the bars and music venues,
Lido Restaurant

making sure everyone is having a good
time. Guests tend to start calling me by
name and chat to me about their day. I
always love hearing about the experiences
they’ve had.

interviews and graphics appear behind
me on an LED screen. I present the story,
which could be anything from the history
of Holland America Line to the story of
three women in Alaska doing extreme
jobs. By the end of 2021 all the regions
we cruise to will have these
presentations. The feedback
has been incredibly positive.

On port days I normally greet the
guests as they get
off. After making any
announcements from
the bridge, I then
normally go ashore
I can eat in any of
myself or take a tour.
the restaurants
An important part of
onboard and use
my role is to experience
all of the guest
the places we cruise to,
facilities.
so I can tell guests what
to do.
One of the parts of
the job I enjoy most is
presenting our new EXCTM Talks. Holland
America Line is changing the way we give
guests information about the places we
visit. Our guests have told us they want
to know more about the people who
live there, the jobs they do, the history
and culture. We have responded to this
by introducing EXCTM Talks, a series of
very beautifully-produced audio visual
presentations. I present these on the
Mainstage, where high definition footage,

What do you enjoy
about working at
sea with Holland
America Line?

Before taking this job I
had been on lots of ships
as a guest, and usually as
a member of the press.
With this role I get to work as crew
and it’s a lot more fun! I’m classed as
a three-stripe officer, which is a fairly
senior level onboard and means I get
my own single cabin with a flat screen
TV and private bathroom. I can eat in
any of the restaurants onboard and use
all of the guest facilities, so I like that
freedom. But ultimately it’s the chance
to be able to travel and the variety of
the job that I’m really loving.

Pinnacle Grill

Tell us about your best day on
the job yet…
Last June I celebrated my 50th birthday
onboard. I was trying to keep it a secret,
but the ship sends out daily notifications
of everyone whose birthday it is that
day. My ship was in Alaska and the Hotel
Director arranged a special birthday
dinner for me and invited several of
the ship’s officers to help me celebrate.
The chef bought locally a whole Alaskan
salmon which he cooked with all the
trimmings and we ate that followed by
chocolate soufflé. Then the Indonesian
crew sang happy birthday to me in
Indonesian. It was a great night.

Having seen so much of the
world, which port stands out as
a personal favourite?
While cruising in Alaska our home port
was Vancouver. I really fell in love with
that city. It just felt so clean and the
air was so fresh. I loved the Yaletown
warehouse district and would always
head for lunch there on a turnaround
day. Plus the people were so friendly
and everyone looked ridiculously
healthy. I could certainly live there as it
has that mix of sea and city that I love
so much.

TAKE ME THERE >
ALASKAN EXPLORER
Oosterdam
8 May 2021 | 9 Nights

✈
Flights
Included

Fly from/to London, Seattle,
Puget Sound (cruising only), Juneau,
Hubbard Glacier (cruising only), Sitka, Ketchikan,
Victoria, Seattle
Cruise Club fares from pp

Piano Bar

£1,976
www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FEATURE

ALEXANDER LEE
LINCOLN CENTER STAGE MUSICIAN
ON KONINGSDAM

How did you
come to work
onboard
Koningsdam?
All Lincoln Center
Stage musicians
audition before a panel
of representatives
from both Lincoln Center and the casting
company, RWS Entertainment Group. I
auditioned on a very chilly October day in
Chicago, in 2018. The process consists of
a solo round, where each musician plays
a couple of pieces alone to demonstrate
their abilities and musical style, and
then a chamber music round, where
the qualifying candidates play together
to show their capabilities in a group
dynamic. I was fortunate to be offered a
contract soon after, aboard Oosterdam,
and began rehearsals in New York a
couple months later. This is easily the
most arduous period of our contracts, as
we have less than two weeks to prepare
the music that the five of us will be
performing together for four months.
There are long days of personal practice,
quintet rehearsal, coaching from the
programme’s music directors, and mock
performances. This is all to help ensure
that we are ready to perform to the high
standards of Lincoln Center and Holland
America Line from day one. I enjoyed
my first tour on Oosterdam so much
that I immediately coordinated a second

one aboard Koningsdam with a couple
of my closest friends and most admired
colleagues. So far, it is working out great!

Can you tell us what a typical day
at work looks like for you?

ensembles, and I have spoken to friends
with prestigious jobs from professional
quartets to the Metropolitan Opera,
so I can tell you that this is a unique
combination of qualities.

Tell us about your best day on

Every day for a performer is planned
the job yet…
around upcoming concerts. That means
scheduling personal
One of my favourite
practice, necessary
moments on the job
rehearsals for learning
happened in my first
new repertoire or
week on Koningsdam. I
improving the old, and
What sets Holland
was about to disembark
even plotting out meal
America Line
in San Juan when a young
times, gym times or
apart for me is its
couple stopped me. They
shore excursion times.
commitment to the
had recognised me and
My current quintet likes
onboard musical
our pianist Alice from
to rehearse whenever we
partnerships.
an Alaskan cruise on
can, so an ideal day for us
Oosterdam in May. We
starts with some rehearsal
often get guests telling
in the morning, before
us how much they enjoy
leaving the ship to explore
what we do, but this was
the port, returning to perform shows
the first time it spanned different ships.
ranging from Led Zeppelin to Debussy,
and then enjoying one of the many
Having seen so much of the
wonderful restaurants on Koningsdam.

What do you enjoy about
working at sea with Holland
America Line?
What sets Holland America Line apart
for me is its commitment to the
on-board musical partnerships. Other
cruise lines have entertainment, but none
of them have resident piano quintets!
I also enjoy the ship life, the travel,
chamber music, the diversity of our
programming, and the ability we have
to choose the musicians we perform
with. I have performed with many other

world, which port stands out as
a personal favourite?

There are a lot of ports special to me,
but I have to go with San Juan. I have
never had a bad day there, and I’ve been
almost ten times. I’ve explored the forts,
shopped in the Old Town, taken a day trip
to the rainforest, danced with a parade,
sung with musicians, flown a kite, held
parrots, discussed Roberto Clemente,
and consumed my weight in mofongo
and piña coladas. There is an energy
and beauty to the isle of Puerto Rico that
warms from within.

TAKE ME THERE >
MEXICAN RIVIERA

✈
Flights
Included

Koningsdam
20 Nov 2020 | 9 Nights

Fly from/to London, San Diego, Puerto Vallarta,
Mazatlan, Cabo San Lucas, San Diego

Cruise Club fares from pp

Atrium, Koningsdam
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£1,314

The Dining Room, Koningsdam

CHEF VIJAN JEEVANANDAM
EXECUTIVE CHEF ON
KONINGSDAM

How did you
come to work
onboard
Koningsdam?
During my time
working on land in
England, Dubai and
the Caribbean I always
looked towards the horizon with the
wish to travel the world one day. I took
the opportunity when it presented itself
and now I get to travel the world while
doing the job I love.

Can you tell us what a typical
day at work looks like for you?
Being a chef is very rewarding work. The
most important aspect of any galley is
the team and the ‘mis-en-place’. A galley
operation will only be as strong as its
weakest link and that is where I come in.
My job entails coaching and guiding the
team while ensuring our high standards
onboard are always met. I give the team
the support it needs to succeed and
provide them with the tools they need to

perform their job. Days also include a lot
of food tasting! I have a passion for what
I do and try to instill this passion in my
whole team.

What do you enjoy
about working at
sea with Holland
America Line?

Málaga

Having seen so much of the
world, which port stands out as
a personal favourite?

The crew on

Málaga is a lovely port
city on the Costa del Sol
which boasts spectacular
Moorish castles, beautiful
beaches and top-notch
cuisine. It’s an impressive
city. The location I most
like to visit is the local
food market. The variety
of food is extensive
and often a source of
inspiration for our Port
to Table events on board,
like our Mediterranean
dinner in the Lido Market.

Koningsdam is
Holland America Line
amazing and we
has a long history of
live like a family.
traditional cruising and
excellence in standards,
culture, hospitality and
- most importantly the crew. The crew on
Koningsdam is amazing
and we live like a family,
looking out for each other and helping
wherever and whenever we can. The
TAKE ME THERE
people make the difference and that
shows in the working atmosphere
CLASSIC CALIFORNIAN
onboard our ships and in our service to
COAST
our guests.
Koningsdam
16 Apr 2021 | 9 Nights

Tell us about your best day on
the job yet…

I have the best job in the world and I
love what I do. The best days are those
where I can make someone’s cruise and
exceed their expectations of our food
selection and quality onboard the ships.

>

Cruise
Only
Call for flights

San Diego, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles,
Monterey, San Francisco, Ensenada, San Diego

Cruise Club fares from pp

£665

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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SALT LAB ON SILVER MOON

COMP L IME N TA RY

VERANDA UPGRADE

WHEN BOOKED BY

11 MAY 2020

ATHENS TO VENICE

SILVER MOON | 13 APR 2021 | *9 NIGHTS
FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, ATHENS (PIRAEUS), KUSADASI (EPHESUS),
RHODES, CORFU, KOTOR, SPLIT, TRIESTE,
VENICE (OVERNIGHT IN PORT)

With Silversea you enjoy free-flowing premium
wines and spirits, delicious gourmet cuisine,
in-suite dining, full butler service for every suite
and of course all gratuities.
INCLUDED
BUTLER SERVICE IN EVERY SUITE
All guests are pampered equally
aboard Silversea ships. They are
the only cruise line in the world to
include butler service in every suite,
in every category. A staff-to-guest
ratio of nearly one to one ensures
that your every wish is fulfilled with
earnest precision.

10%

SELLING
PRICE

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

£3,800

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

FARE INCLUDES

£3,420

PP

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020
‡ Flights

may be available from other airports at a supplement

COMP L IME N TA RY

VERANDA UPGRADE

WHEN BOOKED BY

11 MAY 2020

INCLUDED
GOURMET DINING
Delicious meals created with
thought and panache, discerningly
elaborate menus with perfectly
balanced wine choices and a
relaxed atmosphere with erudite
friends – dining aboard any
Silversea ship is the ultimate
experience for people who
only want superlatives.

VENICE TO ROME

SILVER SPIRIT | 12 MAY 2021 | *7 NIGHTS
FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, VENICE, ZADAR, HVAR, KOTOR, BRINDISI,
GIARDINI NAXOS (SICILY), NAPLES, CIVITAVECCHIA (ROME)

10%

INCLUDED
GRATUITIES
Unwavering commitment to
flawless service requires an
attitude that is totally focused on
the part of every member of the
staff. Their professional training
is apparent, from the waiter who
keeps your water glass filled to the
chef who prepares your favourite
soufflé à la minute.

8686 INTOINTO
THETHE
BLUEBLUE01246
01246
819
819
819
819

SELLING
PRICE

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

£3,300

FARE INCLUDES

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

£2,970

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020
‡Flights may be available from other airports at a supplement

Included economy air with complimentary business class on select Mediteranean
& Europe sailings, overseas transfers and pre-cruise hotel stays valid on bookings
made by 30 April 2020 and are subject to availability. Silver Privilege fares shown
are in Pound Sterling per guest based on double occupancy of the lowest suite

PP

A Mediterranean cruise is the first thing on everyone’s bucket list. From Barcelona to the Aegean Sea, Silversea’s intimate ships explore the farthest
reaches of Southern Europe. After all, this is their home. We are delighted to showcase two of Silversea’s most elegant ships, Silver Spirit and the
newest edition to the fleet, Silver Moon, each carrying just 600 guests. Enjoy eight sumptuous dining venues as well as one of the highest space to
guest ratios at sea. Whether it’s island hopping around some of the most beautiful Greek isles or enjoying the stunning backdrop as you sail into Venice
sipping your complimentary champagne, enjoy the Mediterranean at its very best with our six handpicked voyages.

COMP L IME N TA RY

COMP L IME N TA RY

WHEN BOOKED BY

WHEN BOOKED BY

VERANDA UPGRADE

VERANDA UPGRADE

11 MAY 2020

11 MAY 2020

VENICE TO ATHENS

ROME TO VENICE

SILVER MOON | 22 APR 2021 | *12 NIGHTS

SILVER SPIRIT | 5 MAY 2021 | *7 NIGHTS

FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, VENICE, SPLIT, DUBROVNIK, CORFU,

FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, CIVITAVECCHIA (ROME),
SORRENTO (OVERNIGHT IN PORT), SIRACUSA (SICILY), CORFU,
DUBROVNIK, SPLIT, VENICE

ARGOSTOLI (CEPHALONIA), SOUDA BAY (CRETE), RHODES,
ISTANBUL, DIKILI (IZMIR), KUSADASI (EPHESUS), PIRAEUS (ATHENS)

10%
SELLING
PRICE

10%

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

£5,300

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

FARE INCLUDES

£4,770

PP

£3,300

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

FARE INCLUDES

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020
‡ Flights

SELLING
PRICE

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

‡ Flights

may be available from other airports at a supplement

COMP L IME N TA RY

COMP L IME N TA RY

WHEN BOOKED BY

WHEN BOOKED BY

VERANDA UPGRADE

VERANDA UPGRADE

11 MAY 2020

11 MAY 2020

BARCELONA TO LISBON

BARCELONA TO ROME

SILVER MOON | 31 MAY 2021 | *7 NIGHTS

SILVER MOON | 14 JUN 2021 | *7 NIGHTS

FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, BARCELONA, PALAMOS, MARSEILLE (PROVENCE),
MONTE CARLO, PORTOFINO, LIVORNO (FLORENCE/PISA),
OLBIA (SARDINIA), CIVITAVECCHIA (ROME)

FLY FROM/TO LONDON‡, BARCELONA, MALLORCA, VALENCIA,
CARTAGENA, MALAGA (COSTA DEL SOL), CADIZ (SEVILLE),
LISBON (OVERNIGHT IN PORT)

SELLING
PRICE

10%

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

£3,300

FARE INCLUDES

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

PP

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020

may be available from other airports at a supplement

10%

£2,970

£2,970

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020

PP

SELLING
PRICE

EARLY BOOKING BONUS

£3,800

FARE INCLUDES

PP

CRUISE
CLUB
EXCLUSIVE

£3,420

PP

• COMPLIMENTARY BUSINESS CLASS AIR FROM 11 UK AIRPORTS
• TRANSFERS
• 10% EARLY BOOKING BONUS ENDS 30 APRIL 2020

‡Flights may be available from other airports at a supplement
category available and reflect the highest saving available for each voyage. Bookings made before or after the
promotional period will not qualify for the savings. Further terms and conditions apply, please call for details.
Travel Insurance, visa's & vaccinations are at an additional cost. E&OE. 10% early booking bonus is valid on
bookings paid by 30 April 2020. (*Intermittent cruise days are at sea.)

‡Flights may be available from other airports at a supplement

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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FROM
FROM
FUN
VIBRANT
IN THE BLUES
SUN TO
“COCKTAILS
TO HARBOUR
ANYONE?”
VIEWS

When you choose P&O Cruises so many surprises lie in store. And the best surprises create the best
memories. Wake up to bright sands and blinding blue waters, and then after a long day exploring
step back on board for a gourmet experience or some live music – or both. Why wouldn’t you?

Customers rate P&O Cruises

Powered by
Rating as of February 2020

88

HOLIDAY LIKE
NEVER BEFORE

†
Select Prices shown are per person based on two adults sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type and are subject to availability. Fly-cruise prices shown
are inclusive of economy class flights from/to London and transfers. Prices may vary for other departure airports. All flights are subject to availability. *Book an applicable Select Price holiday
and receive extra on-board spending money to spend during your cruise holiday in the on-board shops, bars, photo and art galleries, and on restaurants, spa, internet packages and shore
experiences booked on board. The amount shown is per cabin based on two people sharing the lowest grade of cabin available within the applicable cabin type, and varies by cabin and cruise
duration. Applicable to new Select Price bookings made between 3 March and 4 May 2020 on selected cabin grades on applicable departures between 6 March 2020 and 2 April 2022 and
is additional to the P&O Cruises Select Price benefit of on-board spending money/car parking/return coach travel (choice of benefit dependent on cruise type, duration and time of booking).
On-board spending money amount shown includes the Select Price benefit of on-board spending money plus the extra on-board spending money. On-board spending money can only be

INTO THE BLUE 01246 819 819

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR ADULTS

Mediterranean fly-cruise

Canada

OCEANA E021 | 17 SEP 2020 | 14 NIGHTS

AURORA R017 | 18 SEP 2020 | 24 NIGHTS

 Fly UK to Valletta - Rome
(from Civitavecchia) - Florence/Pisa
(from Livorno) - Olbia, Sardinia - Salerno
Valletta  - Athens (from Piraeus) - Chania
(from Souda Bay), Crete - Olympia (from
Katakolon) - Zakynthos h - Valletta
Fly to UK 
Flights
included

Southampton - St John's, Newfoundland
Halifax - Charlottetown - Quebec 
Saguenay - Sept Îles - Gaspé h
Corner Brook - Sydney, Nova Scotia t
Southampton

Sea view
Select Price from

Sea view
Select Price from

WITH

£2,249

†
per
person

£per280
cabin to

spend on board*

Extra on-board spending money
on applicable Select Price holidays*
(Sea view cabins and above)

£3,399

WITH

†
per
person

£per470
cabin to

spend on board*

PLUS

5% low deposit◊

BOOK BY 4 MAY 2020
PLUS

Extra guests sail from £199pp on
applicable Select Price holidays~
(Based on cruise R017)

WHY WOULDN’T YOU?
Caribbean fly-cruise

Portugal & Canary Islands

AZURA A023 | 13 NOV 2020 | 14 NIGHTSΔ

IONA G029 | 19 DEC 2020 | 14 NIGHTS

 Fly UK to Barbados  - Kingstown,
St Vincent - St Kitts t - St Maarten
Grand Turk - Tortola - Antigua - St Lucia
Grenada - Barbados
Flights
Fly to UK 
included
Sea view
Select Price from

£1,499

WITH

†
per
person

£per320
cabin to

spend on board*

Southampton - Madeira - Tenerife 
Gran Canaria - Fuerteventura 
Lanzarote - Lisbon - Southampton
School holiday cruise
Christmas & New Year cruise
Balcony
Select Price from

£2,599

WITH

†
per
person

£per360
cabin to

spend on board*

h land by tender t ship usually berthed alongside, but there is a possibility we may be required to land guests by tender
evening in port  overnight in port
School holidays can vary by school and region, so it's worth checking the dates before you book.
ΔThe date of embarkation and number of cruise nights are displayed. For cruises ending in Barbados or St Lucia, durations
exclude the overnight flight to the UK, which is included in the price.

spent whilst on board. Offer is not applicable to Inside cabins, Early Savers or other promotional prices and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative. ◊Applicable Select Price and Early Saver
bookings made up to 4 May 2020 will benefit from a 5% low deposit. For bookings made within 90 days of departure the full balance will be due at time of booking. Offer is combinable with our
current on-board spending money offer on qualifying departures between 6 March 2020 and 2 April 2022. ~Book an applicable holiday and 3rd and 4th adult guests sail from £199pp. Price shown
based on cruise R017. Prices vary by cruise type, date and duration, are subject to availability and may go up or down. Available on selected cruises when sharing an applicable cabin with two full
paying adults. Offer excludes The World Cruise, Classic Southern Hemisphere Journeys, and BE grade cabins. Offer on selected holidays departing between 6 March 2020 and 2 April 2022, and
is subject to availability. We reserve the right to withdraw these offers in whole or on individual cruises at any time. For conditions which you must read before booking please visit pocruises.com.
P&O Cruises is a trading name of Carnival plc, a company registered in England and Wales with company number 04039524. Feefo rating 4.1 out of 5 based on 20,439 reviews as of February 2020.

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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The unique and elegant way to cruise
The Highlands and Islands of Scotland, Orkney, Northern Ireland, Isle of Man and Norway

•
•
•
•

Delightful itineraries on board the award winning
Hebridean Princess
Timeless elegance and a Country House
atmosphere
A maximum of 50 guests
A guest to crew ratio of almost 1 to 1

•
•
•
•
•

Genuinely fully-inclusive cruise fares
Fine dining with locally sourced produce
Dedicated allocation of single cabins
Knowledgeable and experienced guides
Themed itineraries including wildlife, gardens,
walking, food and drink

MAJESTIC SOGNEFJORD

GAELIC HERITAGE

Tues 18th to Tues 25th or Thurs 27th August 2020
7/9 nights including 2 Gala Dinners

Tuesday 8th to Tuesday 15th September 2020
7 nights including 2 Gala Dinners

Bergen - Balestrand - Lærdal - Flåm - Undredal Gudvangen - Fjærland - Lonevåg - Bergen - Invergordon

Oban - Port Ellen - Bangor - Peel - Douglas - Belfast Crinan - Oban

Cruise north from Bergen, through rocky islets and scattered
skerries to the world’s deepest and second longest fjord. Discover
Norway’s smallest stave church and the world’s steepest non-cog
railway, and wonder at Supphelle, the lowest lying glacier in
southern Norway, a unique arm of Jostedalsbreen, Europe’s largest
and fastest moving ice pack.

Capture the magic and mystery of three separate kingdoms, all
linked by their Celtic and Gaelic roots. Join us on this scenic
journey, south through the southern Hebridean islands to the Irish
Sea and three ancient lands in the luxury and comfort of
Hebridean Princess.

FROM £5,450 PER PERSON
based on 2 people sharing an inside double cabin

FROM £4,230 PER PERSON
based on 2 people sharing an inside double cabin

HIDDEN ISLES AND HIGHLAND GEMS

ON THE TRAIL OF BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE

Tuesday 22nd to Tuesday 29th September 2020
7 nights including 2 Gala Dinners

Tuesday 29th September to Tuesday 6th October 2020
7 nights including 2 Gala Dinners

Oban - Fort William - Ballachulish - Colonsay - Iona Staffa - Gairloch - Ullapool - Canna - Oban

Oban - Glenuig Bay - Portree - Raasay - Stornoway - East
Loch Tarbert - Lochboisdale - Tobermory - Craignure - Oban

Embark on an autumnal voyage that will introduce you to some of
the ﬁnest Highland landscapes and contrasting islands. Experience
seasonal colours at three of Scotland’s ﬁnest gardens, together with
the serenity of Iona’s restored abbey and Staffa’s awe-inspiring
Fingal’s Cave.

Explore the Inner and Outer Hebrides and remote west coast, where
Bonnie Prince Charlie once raised his standard and Highland clans in
an attempt to reclaim the thrones of Scotland, England and Ireland in
the name of his father, James Francis Edward Stuart.

FROM £4,100 PER PERSON
based on 2 people sharing an inside double cabin
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FROM £3,990 PER PERSON
based on 2 people sharing an inside double cabin

CRYSTAL
WHERE LUXURY IS PERSONAL

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF CRYSTAL
Voted the World’s Best more times than any other hotel, resort or cruise line in history, Crystal
Cruises is more than just a luxurious way to explore the world. It is an adventure, opening up
the globe just for you. We are taking luxury travel further than ever before.
ITALIAN INTRIGUE & ROMANCE

LANDS OF CASTLES & CZARS

ROME TO MONTE CARLO | VOYAGE OCS200927-07

COPENHAGEN TO STOCKHOLM | VOYAGE OCY210627-11

CRYSTAL SYMPHONY | 27 SEPTEMBER 2020 | 7 NIGHTS

CRYSTAL SERENITY | 27 JUNE 2021 | 11 NIGHTS

Cruise Only Fares

EUROPE

Deluxe Oceanview
Stateroom (C2 Grade)
from £2,871 per person

MONTE CARLO
Marseille

Florence

ROME
CORSICA

Ajaccio
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

Sorrento

Deluxe Stateroom
with Verandah (B3 Grade)
from £3,063 per person

Itinerary Highlights:

Rome/Civitavecchia, Sorrento ( ), Florence/Livorno ( ),
Ajaccio, Marseille, Monte Carlo.

NORTH
SEA

SWEDEN

Cruise Only Fares

FINLAND

BALTIC
C
SEA

ST
TOCKHOL
OLM

St. Petersburg
g
Helsinki
T
Tallinn
RUSSIA

COPENH
PEN
NHAGEN
HA

Gdyniia
Gdynia
GERMANY

Berli
liin

EUROPE

Deluxe Oceanview
Stateroom (C2 Grade)
from £4,293 per person
Deluxe Stateroom
with Verandah (B3 Grade)
from £5,400 per person

Itinerary Highlights:

Copenhagen ( ), Berlin/Warnemünde, Gdansk/Gdynia,
Helsinki, St. Petersburg ( ), Tallinn, Stockholm ( ).

AWARDED 26 YEARS

Fares are per person, cruise only in UK sterling based on double occupancy in an outside stateroom and include port, security and handling charges, which vary by departure. All fares, offers and itineraries are
subject to change and availability and can be withdrawn at any time. Fares may fluctuate and should be used as a guide only. Prices may go up or down. The fares are available to new bookings only and are only
available to UK & Eire residents. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.co.uk for complete terms and conditions of all offers. © 2020 Crystal Cruises, LLC.
Ships’ registry: The Bahamas.
ABTA No.V8548

( ) = Overnight stay

www.bolsovercruiseclub.com INTO THE BLUE
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THE BEST WAY TO SEE

EUROPE
IS WITH THE BEST AT SEA

WITH INCLUDED BUSINESS CLASS AIR AND MORE ON SELECTED 2020 CRUISES
7-NIGHT FLY/CRUISE FROM £2,999pp
Seabourn is a world of all-inclusive, all-suite ultra-luxury, where space is generous and crowds are few; where
names and wine orders are remembered, preferences noted, and wishes granted before they are spoken. A
concept designed around an intimate boutique hotel, which combines visits to marquee cities with hidden gems.

Terms & Conditions *Oﬀers valid until 30/4/20 on select sailings. Fares are pp based on double occupancy and include Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses. Fares are in GBP and are based on promos NG, JE & JB. Al
Shipboard Credit oﬀers (based on promo ZS) in U.S. dollars and are non-refundable, non-transferable, have no cash value, expire at the end of the cruise, may not be used in the casino and are not combinable wi
Business Class Air oﬀer (based on promo code JB) includes complimentary transfers between the airport and ship. In the event that Business Class air is not available (at the sole discretion of Seabourn) or for guests n
only applicable to the 1st & 2nd guest booking in Ocean View & Veranda Suites. Unlimited Internet Package (based on promo ZI) is oﬀered on a per Suite basis and only applicable to Penthouse & Premium Suite cate
not be available. All oﬀers are capacity controlled and may be modiﬁed or withdrawn at any time wit
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SENSATIONAL

SUITE
SAVINGS

Book by 30/4/20 and you may receive:
●

Inclusive Business Class Air & Transfers on select Europe sailings*
Veranda for Ocean View or Up to 3-Category Suite Upgrade*
Up to $600USD Shipboard Credit per Suite*

●

Up to 600 Minute Internet Package per guest*

●
●

Book a Penthouse or Premium Suite and receive up to $2000USD Shipboard Credit per suite
and unlimited internet package per suite*

15-NIGHT ICELAND, NORTH CAPE & MIDNIGHT SUN
23 Jun 2020 | SEABOURN QUEST

11-NIGHT ADRIATIC IDYLL

14 Jul 2020 | SEABOURN ODYSSEY

Oceanview Suite from £5,499 | Penthouse Suite from £10,499pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Oceanview Suite from £4,799pp | Penthouse Suite from £8,799pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Reykjavik, Patreksfjordur, Akureyri, Siglufjorour, Tromso, Storstappen
Island, Honningsvag (Nordkapp), cruising North Cape, Alta, Sortland
(Vesteralen), Bodo, Skagafjordur, Stykkishholmur, Reykjavik

Venice, Rovinj (Croatia), Ithaca (Greece), Itea (Delphi), Corfu, Brindisi
(Lecce), Kotor, Dubrovnik, Vodice (Sibenik), Piran (Koper), Venice

7-NIGHT ALLURING ITALY & RIVIERA

11 Jun, 25 Jul*, 29 Aug 2020 | SEABOURN ENCORE

Veranda Suite from £2,999pp* | Penthouse Suite from £6,499pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

11-NIGHT SPANISH MAGIC & MOROCCO
1 Aug 2020 | SEABOURN ENCORE

Veranda Suite from £4,999pp | Penthouse Suite from £9,499pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Rome (Civitavecchia), Livorno (Florence/Pisa), Portofino, Bandol,
Sete, Palamos, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona

Barcelona, Valencia, Cadiz (Seville), Gibraltar, Tangier, Motril
(Granada), Melilla (Spanish Morocco), Cartagena (Murcia),
Cavalaire-sur-Mer, Monte Carlo

7-NIGHT ROMANCE OF THE RIVIERAS

27 Jun, 8 Aug*, 22 Aug 2020 | SEABOURN OVATION

*Lead fare based on 25/7/20

18 Jul, 22 Aug* 2020 | SEABOURN ENCORE

Veranda Suite from £3,299pp* | Penthouse Suite from £5,999pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR
Barcelona, Ciutadella (Menorca), Le Lavandou, Monte Carlo,
St Tropez, Bastia (Corsica), Portovenere, Civitavecchia (Rome)
*Lead fare based on 22/8/20

7-NIGHT ST PETERSBURG & THE BALTIC
Veranda Suite from 3,799pp
INCLUDED BUSINESS AIR

Stockholm, Tallinn, St Petersburg (2 nights), Helsinki,
Koge (Copenhagen)
*Lead fare based on 8/8/20

THE SEABOURN
ALL-INCLUSIVE DIFFERENCE
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Intimate ships with a private club atmosphere
Intuitive, personalised service provided by staff passionate
about exceeding guests expectations
All ocean-front suites, luxuriously appointed
Complimentary premium spirits and fine wines available
on board at all times
Welcome Champagne and complimentary in-suite bar
stocked with your preferences
Tipping is neither required, nor expected
World-class dining, further enhanced through a culinary
partnership with Chef Thomas Keller
All dining venues are complimentary, dine where, when
and with whom you wish

ll savings amounts are included in the fares shown. Complimentary Veranda Suite Upgrades are subject to availability at time of booking. Upgrade will be reﬂected in fare paid for selected Suite category.
ith other shipboard credit oﬀers. Europe Inclusive Business Class Air oﬀer is subject to availability, valid only for guests residing in the UK and applicable to the ﬁrst and second guests sharing a Suite only.
not wishing to utilise the promo air oﬀer, a cruise credit in the amount of £500 pp will be applied to the booking amount. Internet Packages of 300, 600 or 900 minutes of internet access are per guest and are
egories PH, PS, OW, SS, WG & GR. Internet service is not guaranteed and Seabourn is not responsible if internet service is unavailable. No credit or other compensation will be provided should internet service
thout prior notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships' registry: Bahamas. ©2020 Seabourn.
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2021 Viking river cruises now on sale!
Save £1,000pp!
Portugal’s River of Gold

Passage to Eastern Europe

10 days, 8 guided tours, Lisbon to Porto
Departs April to November 2021

11 days, 8 guided tours, Budapest to Bucharest
Departs March to November 2021

Your journey

Your journey

From £2,195pp

Days 1-2 Lisbon, Portugal | Day 3 & 4 Porto, Portugal | Day 5 Régua
and Pinhão, Portugal | Day 6 Douro River and Barca d’Alva, Portugal
Day 7 Salamanca and Vega de Terrón, Spain Day 8 Pinhão, Portugal
Day 9 Régua, Portugal | Day 10 Porto, Portugal

From £2,245pp

Days 1-3 Budapest, Hungary | Day 4 Kalocsa, Hungary
Day 5 Osijek, Croatia | Day 6 Belgrade, Serbia | Day 7 Golubac,
Serbia | Day 8 Vidin, Bulgaria | Day 9 Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria
Days 10-11 Bucharest, Romania

ENJOY IT ALL, IT’S ALL INCLUDED
P Return flights from the UK. Fly from a choice of
up to 14 regional airports at no extra cost

P Specially selected house wine, beer and soft
drinks with lunch and dinner on board

P River-view stateroom

P Free tea, coffee and snacks any time on board

P An included excursion in almost every port

P All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

P Free Wi-Fi on board (connection speed may vary)

P No surcharges guaranteed once your deposit is paid

P All onboard meals, including regional specialties

Price correct at time of going to print but is subject to availability and change. From price is per person and based
on two people sharing the lowest grade stateroom available on selected river cruises, departing on selected dates
in 2021. Saving of £1000pp applicable on 2021 Viking river cruises and valid until 30 June 2020. Gratuities
included on board ship only. Single supplements apply.
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P Onboard gratuities

WATERSLIDES,
ROLLERCOASTERS,
TIKI BARS, TRAMPOLINES;
THIS IS FUN WITH A
CAPITAL F.

FUN

CHOOSE

CARNIVAL ISN’T JUST THE
MOST FUN YOU CAN HAVE
AT SEA, IT’S THE MOST
FUN YOU CAN HAVE,
FULL STOP.
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Grand Cascade,
St. Petersburg

A Baltic Fable
Departing Dover
7 August 2020 | 16 Nights
Aboard Spirit of Discovery
Dover, Warnemunde (Berlin), Karlskrona, Helsinki, St. Petersburg (overnight in port),
Klaipeda, Copenhagen (overnight in port), Dover

The Baltic is surrounded by nine
countries, each with its own
distinct history and character.
From the Vikings of Denmark who
plied their trade routes through
the Baltic, to Sweden’s maritime
power encapsulated in the 18th
century naval city of Karlskrona,
it’s an area with a wealth of
cultural highlights to discover.
As you cruise, look forward to
enjoying music from the Baltic
region, ranging from the fun
sounds of an Oompah band to
the iconic music of Abba.
With two days to enjoy in
St. Petersburg home of the
Hermitage, look forward to a talk
from an expert speaker on
Post-Soviet Russia, and the
chance to see examples of, and
96
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Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen

take part in making Russian
crafts, providing valuable insight
into this fascinating country.

The unique culture of the
Baltic revealed on board...

You’ll also spend two days
in ‘wonderful’ Copenhagen
– home of the famous Little
Mermaid sculpture based on
the fairy-tale by Hans Christian
Andersen – a must-see on your
Baltic adventure!

• See Jools Holland play live
• Classical, traditional and
popular music from the
Baltic region
T

• alks on Post-Soviet Russia
and regional art
• German-themed deck party
• Talks from Adrian Finnerty
on classical, traditional and
popular music

Jools Holland will
be performing live
on this cruise.

ALL INCLUSIVE

3,875pp

from £

Fare per person, based on the lowest available balcony cabin grade. Please call for full details. All fares correct at time of going to print and subject to
availability and change. They include optional travel insurance underwritten by Great Lakes Insurance SE, UK Branch, and additional cancellation rights, or
a reduction if not required. Cover is subject to medical questions – call for details. This is not a brochure, terms and conditions apply. Saga’s holidays and
cruises are exclusively for the over 50s (but a travelling companion can be 40+) Saga Holidays is a trading name of ST&H Ltd (registration no. 2174052). ST&H

Monte Carlo

The Mediterranean’s Beau Monde
Fountain
at Alghero
harbour

Departing Southampton
15 October 2020 | 16 Nights
Aboard Spirit of Discovery
Southampton, Malaga, Palamos, Saint-Tropez, Monte Carlo,
Alghero (Sardinia), Mahon, Gibraltar, Southampton

Nowhere on earth is more
synonymous with glamour and
beauty than the French Riviera
and you can look forward to seeing
the sun and maybe even the stars
during this luxury cruise. Admire the
multi-million pound yachts bobbing
in the harbours of Gibraltar,
Saint-Tropez and Monaco. Perhaps
venture into Monte Carlo casino
to try and win the down-payment
on your own yacht, using the skills
learned in the Spirit of Discovery’s
‘just for fun’ casino.

ALL INCLUSIVE
Monte Carlo Casino

Mahon

Ltd and Saga Cruises Ltd (registration no. 3267858) are subsidiaries of ST&H Group Ltd (registration no. 0720588). All three companies are registered
in England and Wales. Registered Ofﬁce: Enbrook Park, Sandgate, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3SE. With respect to general insurance products sold in the
UK, ST&H Ltd is an appointed representative of Saga Services Limited, registered in England and Wales (company no. 732602), which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority NTA-SC1460.

4,199pp

from £
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CULINARY CORNER

CARNIVAL’S MELTING

CHOCOLATE CAKE
Carnival ships are run on fun and sweet treats in equal measure. Their famous melting chocolate
cake is far too tasty and easy to recreate to save just for holidays.

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

6oz dark chocolate (70% cocoa solids)

1. Melt the chocolate and butter.

6oz butter

2. Mix the eggs and sugar. Whisk for a

4 eggs

few minutes, before adding the flour

3oz caster sugar

and mixing.

2oz plain flour
Icing sugar and ice cream to serve

3. Add the egg mix to the melted
chocolate and stir.
4. Pour the mix into four greased
ramekins.
5. Bake at 190ºc for 14 minutes.
6. Dust lightly with icing sugar and
serve with vanilla ice cream.

TAKE ME THERE >
EASTERN CARIBBEAN
Carnival Sunshine
18 Jan 2021 | 10 Nights

Cruise
Only
Call for flights

Charleston, St. Thomas, St. Maarten,
St. Lucia, St. Kitts, San Juan, Charleston

Cruise Club fares from pp

£870
98
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BORDEAUX, FRANCE

2020

Amalfi to Dalmatian Voyage

Iberia Intensive Voyage

Adriatic Wonders Voyage

27 June 2020 | 10 Nights

11 September 2020 | 8 Nights

3 October 2020 | 7 Nights

AZAMARA JOURNEY®

AZAMARA PURSUIT®

AZAMARA JOURNEY®

Fly from/to London‡ - Civitavecchia (Rome), Sorrento,
Amalfi, Siracusa, Kotor, Dubrovnik, Sibenik, Koper,
Venice (overnight in port)

Fly from/to London‡, Lisbon, Portimao, Cadiz (Seville),
Gibraltar, Malaga (Granada), Valencia (overnight in port),
Barcelona (overnight in port)

Fly from/to London‡, Piraeus (Athens),
Katakolon (Olympia), Corfu, Dubrovnik, Zadar,
Koper, Venice (overnight in port)

Interior fares from PP

Interior fares from PP

Interior fares from PP

✈ Flights
included
‡Flights

£2,292

available from other airports – supplements
may apply. Intermittent days are at sea.

✈ Flights
included

£1,626

‡Flights

available from other airports – supplements
may apply. Intermittent days are at sea.

✈ Flights
included

£1,597

‡Flights

available from other airports – supplements
may apply. Intermittent days are at sea.

AzAmazing Evening:
AzAmazing Evening:
AzAmazing Evening:
Hemispheric and its surroundings in
Choir performance at Tito Square in
Three ships meet and 10 years of
Valencia
- See a stunning
show in the
Koper, Slovenia – Enjoy an ‘acapella’
destination immersion experiences in
Travel together,
stay connected.
magnificent City of Arts and Sciences,
performance by Slovenia’s renowned
Koper, Slovenia - Celebrate a decade
a large-scale work of the Valencian
group, Perpetum Jazille, set amid
of Destination Immersion® experiences
Sample
renowned
on an immersive
tour
of the Calatrava,
Mediterranean
into the
of Alaska’s
architect
Santiago
built in or dive deep
the
grandest
square in cuisine
Koper and
by bringing
all heart
three Azamara
ships
the former riverbed of the Turia River.
accompanied by culinary delights.
together for the first time ever in a
indigenous culture with your favorite travel companion. No matter where you go or who you’re
with, you’ll have
single port.

the opportunity to make unique connections across the globe.

AzAmazing Evenings

®

Book a select voyage between December 8, 2018 and February 28, 2019, and receive 50% off the cruise fare of
At Azamara, we’re big fans of Destination Immersion®, in-depth travel experiences that connect you to the heart of local culture. With
the second
guest.®,But
that’s
notconcept
all. We’ll
alsofurther.
provide
Free
Unlimited
Wi-Fi
for one Evenings
device for
the duration
of your trip,
®
AzAmazing
Evenings
we take
that
a step
Each
private,
bespoke
AzAmazing
event
delivers authentic
travel
moments
that
bring
you
closer
to
your
destination,
its
culture
and
its
people.
Best
of
all,
one
is
included
with
our
compliments
on all
that way you can stay connected with friends and family back home, post about your experiences in real time,
cruises except transatlantic crossings and voyages that are less than seven nights long.
and more. After all, Share & Save is about making connections, wherever you are in the world.

BOOK YOUR VOYAGE

Further terms and conditions apply, call for details.
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Did you know...
The average French citizen eats 500
snails each year.

THE CRUISE CENTRE

THE CRUISE HOLIDAY SHOP

CONTACT US

6 Lindrick Way
Barlborough
Chesterfield S43 4XE

U78 High Street
Meadowhall Centre
Sheffield S9 1EP

Reservations: 01246 819 819
Administration: 01246 813 133
Web: bolsovercruiseclub.com

